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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose/Intended Audience
The purpose of this document is to identify and discuss
the principal functions performed by a Program Analyst in support
of a major research and development (R&D) project in the area of
resources planning, control, and reporting. In some cases the
"Analyst" supporting a certain project will not perform all of
the functions discussed or will use methods which differ from
those identified. This is appropriate and desirable to the
extent that such deviation is based on the unique requirements of
a particular project and provides effective resources planning,
contro!, and reporting. The material in this manual should be
thought of as instructional guidelines rather than a
comprehensive set of fixed requirements.
This manual has been written primarily to serve as a
practical guide and reference for those personnel of NASA's
Langley Research Center (LaRC) who perform resources planning,
analysis, control, and reporting functions on major (R&D)
projects. Its contents, plus the referenced material, should
provide a body of information suitable for the basic training of
a person who has not had experience in this field of work.
Possibly the word "introduction" is more apt than the term "basic
training," as it is beyond the scope of this document to provide
a step-by-step description of each function performed by the
Analyst.
The author has tried to present the subject material in
a way that would also be meaningful to other NASA personnel who
are directly or indirectly involved in or affected by the above
stated functions, especially project technical managers whose
responsibilities include resources management. And lastly, it is
possible that one or more sections might be of interest to
contractor personnel; i.e., personnel who are involved in
resources functions on major R&D contracts with NASA. The
section entitled, "Contract Cost Management," in particular,
should help such personnel to understand what information is
needed and what use is made of it.
B. Applicability
As noted above, this material addresses the functions
performed by an Analyst in support of a major R&D project.
However, many of these functions are applicable to small R&D
projects and other types of projects, such as Construction of
- Facilities, or even non-project activities. For example, the
resources management of support service contracts involve several
of the functions discussed in sections of this manual.
C. Organization
Basically, Section II addresses who is responsible for
resources planning and control functions on a project and the
relationships between these individuals. Sections III through VI
address the functions typically performed by an Analyst in
support of a major R&D project. These functions have been
categorized under four main headings: Planning, Analysis/
Control, Administrative, and Reporting. However, it should be
realized that there are many interrelationships among the
individual functions. In many cases one function could not be
performed unless another function(s) was performed. For
example, the report known as a Program Operating Plan (POP) could
not be prepared properly for a major project unless a
comprehensive plan was developed and the amount of resources
allocated and expended were known. In practice, these three
tasks are often performed together, the end result being a
detailed operating plan and a summary level POP. The four main
headings are used to emphasize the four general areas of work
performed by an Analyst on a project.
Figures appear as separate pages positioned immediately
after the first mention of the figure in the main text. A list
of all figures appears at the end of the Table of Contents.
A list of applicable Acronyms is contained in
Appendix A.
D. Editorial Comments and Acknowledgements
Wherever in this document "man," "men," or their related
pronouns appear, either as words or parts of words, they have
been used for literary purposes and are meant in their generic
sense.
All names of individuals, contractors, and projects have
been either omitted or replaced by a fictional substitute.
Many Langley Research Center employees are deserving of
thanks for their assistance in the preparation of this manual.
In addition, special thanks are due two individuals,
Mr. Jack A. Horton, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and
Mr. Hugh A. Langford, Langford and Associates, Pasadena, CA.
Much of the narrative and a number of figures in the sections
entitled, "Contract Cost Management" and "Earned Value Analysis"
were derived from material Mr. Langford has presented at GSFC and
LaRC in courses relating to the effective use of a Performance
Measurement System (PMS) on R&D contracts. Mr. Horton has
provided information regarding the PMS used by GSFC, including
the methods used to analyze earned value data and special
management reports which have been developed to show the results
of analyses. Notwithstanding these contributions, the author
alone is responsible for any mistake of fact or judgment which
the document may contain.
II. RESPONSIBILITIES
Prior to discussing what functions the Analyst performs, it
will be useful to understand the responsibilities of the other
individuals who have responsibilities related to project
resources planning, analysis/control, and reporting. At a
" minimum, these include the Project Manager (PM) and the Head,
Project Support Branch (PSB), Programs and Resources Division
(PRD). A Deputy Manager for Management (DMM) is often assigned
to very large projects with responsibilities which include
resources functions. Other individuals on the project staff who
are often involved include the Technical Representative(s) of the
Contracting Officer (TRCO) or managers of the subelements of the
total project.
A. Project Manager (PM)
The PM is responsible for establishing and controlling
an overall project resources plan (manpower and dollars) which
supports the Project Plan, and for providing higher management
with appropriate reports regarding the project's resources
status, outlook, and problems, if applicable.
B. Deputy Manager for Management (DMM)
In the event that a DMM is assigned to a project the PM
will specify the authority to be delegated to the DMM pertaining
to project resources planning, analysis/control, and reporting;
the DMM will be responsible for these functional areas
commensurate with the delegated authority.
C. Project Technical Staff
The PM may delegate authority for establishing and
controlling a portion(s) of the overall project resources plan.
The individual(s) delegated such authority is responsible for
establishing and controlling lower level budgets that are
consistent with the plan approved by the PM and for providing the
PM with timely information regarding resources status, including
actual versus plan, problems, and recommendations.
In the case of major contractual efforts, a TRCO is
appointed by the Contracting Officer (CO) with the concurrence of
the PM. The TRCO is responsible for the cost, as well as the
technical management of the contract. His duties are discussed
in detail in LHB 7121.1, Project Management and PROC/P-104,
Guidelines for Technical Representatives- Cost Type Contracts.
At this point it is important to note only his role with respect
to cost management, viz, he must be knowledgeable as to the
contractor's cost status and outlook and make decisions or
_ecommendations which reflect due consideration of such
information. As a general rule a major contract will be a
separate line item in the project's Operating Plan and the TRCO
is held accountable for the validity of the data contained in
this plan pertaining to "his" contract.
D. Head, PSB, Programs and Resources Division (PRD)
The Head, PSB, is responsible for reaching an agreement
with the PM as to the resources planning, control, and reporting
support to be provided to the project, and for ensuring that
adequate support is provided.
The Head, PSB, will designate one person from the PSB
staff as the Lead (Resources) Analyst for a given project. In
some cases an Analyst will provide support to more than one
project at a given time. If the support of more than one Analyst
is required on a project, the Lead Analyst will apprise the Head,
PSB, of the additional support requirements; the Head, PSB, will
then take appropriate action in coordination with the PM or DMM.
E. Resources Analyst, PSB
As previously stated, it is not possible to identify any
one set of functions related to resources planning,
analysis/control, and reporting which is performed on all
projects. The selection of functions to be performed depends on
a number of factors, including the size, duration, and nature of
the project. The following list identifies those functions or
tasks which are typically performed in support of large projects.
i. Assist in development of Project Work Breakdown
Structure (PWBS) and major Contract Work Break-
down Structure (CWBS), if applicable.
2. Development and maintenance of detailed time-phased
Operating Plans (manpower and dollars) for the
project consistent with the Project Plan.
3. Development/coordination of the resources sections
of the project RTOP(s) and RTR's each fiscal year.
4. Development of time-phased Program Operating Plans
(POP's) for commitments, obligations, and costs,
as required.
5. Generation of official project resources records
covering the lifetime of the project; i.e., a
project resources history.
6. Development and maintenance of detailed budgets and
and a resources control system for all
procurements, grants, suballotments, and in-house
efforts (i.e., purchase requests, job orders etc.).
7. Recurrent analyses and reporting of resources
status to the PM, including variances between
actuals and plan (POP).
8. Preparation of resources sections of MICS reports
for submittal to NASA Headuarters.
9. Assist TRCO with the development of contractor
financial reporting requirements.
i0. Assessment of resources sections of contractor pro-
posals with findings and recommendations to TRCO or
Source Evaluation Board (SEB).
ii. Initiation/control of all funding actions for major
contracts.
12. Assist TRCO by performing recurrent analyses of
contract(a) actual costs and manpower usage
compared to contractor's plan.
13. Participation in joint (resources, schedules,
technical) performance assessments on major
contracts.
14. Assist in collection, review, consolidation, and
compilation of data for special "one time" reports
for LaRC management and NASA Headquarters.
15. Preparation of resources data for periodic reviews
by project and LaRC management.
The selection of the principal tasks to be performed by
the Analyst is agreed upon by the PM and the Head, PSB, and is
reflected in the Analyst's Performance Appraisal Plan. In many
instances the selection of tasks will change during the lifetime
of a project, in which case the Analyst's appraisal plan should
be amended.
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III. PLANNING FUNCTIONS
A. Project Resources Management System
Every project has a resources management system. It
might not be recognized as such or might not be documented at all
but there is always such a system. The Project Manager decides
by one means or another what if any delegations will be made
regarding responsibilities for performance in the area of
resources, principally the dollars and manpower authorized to
complete certain work. Typically, the total project will be
broken down into its component parts; i.e., the work efforts
required to complete the total project. This is called a Project
Work Breakdown Structure (PWBS), which is the subject of the next
section of this document. Delegations of responsibility and
authority are made in accordance with the PWBS.
Decisions are also made as to the types of resources
plans which will be developed and maintained, the types of
reports which will be generated, the types of analyses and
reviews which will be made, the frequency of such plans and
reports and other related activities. In addition, decisions are
made as to how the resources of the project are to be controlled;
i.e., who is permitted to commit or expend what resources in what
time period, and what procedures are to be used to ensure that
project management has the resources allocated to the project
under control. And of course personnel assignments must be made
for the performance of the above functions.
The above paragraph indicates the wide scope of
activities that comprise a project resources management system.
All of the above-mentioned activities or functions will be
commented on in subsequent sections of this document. A Project
Manager usually does not attempt to document the total resources
management system; however, selected procedures should be
documented, by referral to existing documents whenever possible.
For example, it is useful to have a document providing the
guidelines and procedures for changing budgets, or requirements
for special approvals for initiating procurements.
The Analyst is responsible for providing support to the
Project Manager to ensure that an adequate resources management
system is developed and maintained.
B. Project Work Breakdown Structure (PWBS)
A Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a family tree
subdivision of the effort required to achieve an end objective.
The NASA Handbook, NHB 5610.1, provides broad policy guidelines
for use in the development of Work Breakdown Structures for NASA
projects and contracts. As stated therein, "there is no single
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best way to prepare a Project Work Breakdown Structure (PWBS) or
Contract Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS)." Nevertheless, there
are some general principles relative to WBS's which are
recognized by NASA based on many years of experience using them.
NHB 5610.1 contains a considerable amount of information about
the development of both PWBS's and CWBS's as do portions of NHB
9510.2A, "Procedures for Contractor Reporting of Correlated Cost
and Performance Data," and NHB 2340.2, "OSSA/OART Project
Management Information and Control System (MICS)." All three of
these documents should be consulted for information regarding
PWBS's and CWBS's. The Analyst should be knowledgeable regarding
these subjects and provide guidance to project management, as
required, to ensure that the PWBS and any CWBS's adopted are
adequate to meet the anticipated requirements for resources
planning, analysis/control, and reporting.
The hierarchy and structure of a WBS must suit the
objectives and management plans/practices of a particular
project. Provision should be made for the collection of data in
a manner that will not only meet the needs of project management
but also provide the information required by other organizations
and higher management.
The PWBS should be developed at the very outset of a
project effort. There are several reasons why this is highly
desirable. From the standpoint of resources plannning and
control, it provides a fixed structure for developing plans and
maintaining records in a consistent, appropriate manner for use
during the entire life of the project. If at all possible the
PWBS should not be changed. If changes are made, there should be
an understanding as to the cause and effect relationship(s) of
the change(s); e.g., if a portion of the costs of a work element
is to be included in a new element the amount which was removed
from the old element should be identified. The before-and-after
picture, or "cross-walk," should be documented to facilitate
later use of this resources data.
It is important that the project management staff
understands the PWBS; i.e., what work is to be done under each
work element of the PWBS. It is also important that the PWBS is
consistent with the way the project is organized with respect to
organizational responsibilities and management assignments. At
some level of the PWBS the subdivisions of work (or work
elements) should relate to the Project Plan. The PWBS should
identify the work to be performed down to or below the lowest
level at which project management intends to control its
resources, which is typically at the system or subsystem level.
It is usually impractical for the Project Manager to attempt to
establish controls at a lower level. However, having lower level
detail in the PWBS ensures that the task scopes are clear and
responsibilities are not ambiquous. It also facilitates the
identification of subareas which have significant variances from
plan, i.e., subareas on which actual dollar or manpower charges
are much higher or lower than were anticipated when the plan was
developed. Each level of the PWBS should correspond to the
project's management structure, and at every level there should
be one individual solely responsible for each of the work
elements. This does not necessarily mean that only one
organization will perform the work comprising any given element
of the PWBS. Figure 3-B.I contains an example of a PWBS and its
relationship to the technical managers who have responsibility
for specific subdivisions of work.
When projects involve major contractual efforts a CWBS
is also used. It is really an extension of one or more work
elements of the PWBS. (See Section IV-F.I for further comments
regarding the CWBS.)
C. Development and Control of Plans
C-I Initial Plan
A Project Plan, when approved, represents an
agreement between an NASA Headquarters Program Office and a
Center as to how a particular project will be accomplished and
the level of resources to be provided for its accomplishment.
The Project Manager needs a fairly comprehensive resources plan
at this point in time in order to give NASA Headquarters
assurance that the resources requirements in the plan are
realistic. In addition, a well thought out, coordinated plan is
necessary for the project to start out on the right foot; e.g.,
initiating long lead procurements in a timely manner with
adequate resources and providing other organizations with the
resources required to perform early activities in accordance with
the overall project schedule. The Analyst should ensure that the
Project Manager and Subelement Managers, if applicable, are in
agreement as to the data comprising the Initial Plan.
C-2 Baseline Plan
A Baseline Plan should be established as early
as possible after a project receives Headquarters approval to
proceed. It should be structured in accordance with the PWBS and
identify the resources requirements and planned resources
application (usage) by Government fiscal _ear of each agency,
major organization, and contractor involved in the project
effort. The first Baseline Plan is an expansion of the plan
reflected in the Project Plan, which is typically at a summary
level. Such a plan cannot be established until project
management has agreed to an integrated plan for the project,
including technical, schedule, and cost performance. Once
established, the Baseline Plan becomes the document of agreement
among the participating organizations and agencies as to the
amounts and timing of the resources which will be allocated to
each participant.
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DESCRIPTION RESPONSIBILITY RTOP RTR - JOB ORDER - - - COMPUTER-ACCI PERTJ., i _,m , L • w .., .iii
SCIEIICE 678-14-03
Software and Data t,lgmt. -01 R8919 102810 All
Science Team -02 R8920 - A21
Science Studies -03 R8921 102809 A31
XYZ IrISTRUMENT 678-12-03
Project Hanagement -02 R10055 021
Electronic Subsystem -03 *RI0056 Subsystem 031
R10057 IETS 8_RI0058 Fab
Optics Subsystem -04 RI0059 102805 041
Sun Sensor Subsystem -05 RIO060 051
Pointer/Tracker Sub- -06 RI0061 061
system
Gas Cells -07 R8918 102808 071
SpecialElectroOptical -08 RI0062 Facilities 081
Facilities& Component *RI0063Components 082
R10064 Fab 083
InstrumentIntegration -09 R10076 Test 092
and Test *RI0077 Integration 102806 091
SpacecraftOperations -10 RI0078 101
ProductAssurance -11 *RI0065 PA Other _I_
Subsystems 102807 121MechanicalSubsystem -12 *_I_ Fa -.
SystemsAnalysis& • -13+ RI0068 Fab 122
Engineering
NOTE: All names of projectsand individualshave been omittedfrom.figures
• Preferredjob order for collectionof programsupportbenefits
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Figure 3-B.I
The Baseline Plan of a project is extremely
important. Changes to it should only be made when it becomes
unrealistic for the purposes of project planning and control.
The principal reasons for making changes to the Baseline Plan are
(i) major changes in the time-phasing of efforts; (2) program-
matic changes impacting the effort to be performed by a
participant(s), and (3) major unanticipated problems. Changes to
the Baseline Plan should always be approved by the Project
Manager and documented for future reference.
The Baseline Plan should contain an amount of
reserve which is held by the Project Manager to cope with major
unforeseen problems.
C-3 Operating Plan
In addition to a Baseline Plan, a project
should have an Operating Plan. In practice this normally takes
the form of a set of plans. The only difference between this
plan and the Baseline Plan is the level of detail. The Baseline
Plan can be as simple as to contain only the total funding
requirements by fiscal year, whereas the Operating Plan typically
addresses commitments, obligations, costs, more than one fund
source, and detailed time-phasing. Two sample formats for
Operating Plans are shown in Figures 3-C.I and 3-C.2. The format
in Figure 3-C.i provides for time-phased data for reserve,
identification of suballotments by NASA Center and a bottom-line
breakout by Net R&D and Program Support. It also provides
monthly data for the near term, quarterly data for the ensuing
period, and then fiscal year data to the end of the project.
Note that this format does not segregate data by program year
authority; this breakout is incorporated in some Operating Plans.
C-4 Revised Plans
As previously discussed, the basic control
document between the Center and NASA Headquarters for project
activity is a Project Plan. In addition, as a general rule,
information regarding the project's resources status and plans
vis-a-vis the baseline are required annually as part of the
RTOP(s) assigned to a project. If RTOP's are not required each
year by NASA Headquarters for certain projects, they are
nevertheless prepared each year on an informal basis. RTOP's are
reviewed by Center management and are used as a source of data
for Center-wide resources planning, control, and reporting
functions. RTR's provide the lowest level of detail required by
the Center-wide system.
The POP's for a project show current status
and plans for the obligation and costing of actual (i.e.,
received) and planned program authority (consistent with the
RTOP) either two or three times during the year. The extent of
data required to be shown for future fiscal years is dependent on
the cognizant Headquarters office.
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PROJECT ABC OPERATING PLAN FORMAT
LINE ITEMS
" RTR
06 ABC Management
ii Aero Tools
13 Cruise Noise
14 Airfoil Expt.
Experiment
Contractor A Panels R8206
21 Syst Eval.
Contractor A NASI-14632
Contractor B NASI-14631
Contractor C NASI-14630
Contractor D R5370
Contractor E NASI-14739
22 Concept Eval. , R5851
23 Surface Matls. R5371
24 Mfg. Processes R5816
25 WSSD
Contractor H NASI-16235
Contractor A NASI-16234
26 LEFT
Contractor D NASI-16219
Compressor Mod
Contractor B NASI-16220
NASA S/A R7535
Chamber Valve Mat
Chamber Valve Test
Plumbing Hardware & Flowmeters
Control Syst. Matl.
NASA Containment Shield
Follow-on Contract
Reserve
Contractor B Ext. NASI-14631
30 Validator Study
Contractor B NASI-14631
Contractor A NASI-14632
Ice Studies
31 LE Flt. Test
41 Wing Tunnel Mod.
Figure 3-C.I 1 of 3
ii
(POP 82-1)
LINE ITEMS
SUPPORT R&T
15 Aero Tools
28 High Lift Aero
29 Adv LFC Concepts
32 LE Syst. Tech. Integ.
33 SPF/DB
34 High Lift Model
35 Cloud Particles
RESERVE
SUBTOTAL
SUBTOTAL IMS
TOTAL LARC ABC
NASA (IMS ONLY)
TOTAL PROJ. ABC
NOTE: Same format used for Obligations and Costs
2 of 3
lla
(POP 82-1)
Data is shown under each of the column headings listed below for
each line item shown above.
COLUMN HEADINGS
FY 79 & Prior
FY 80 Actuals
FY 81Actuals
Cum thru 9/30/81
FY 82 Actuals thru 3/31/82
Actuals for Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Se9
Total FY 82
Actuals for Oct
, Nov
Dec
Jan '83
Feb
Mar
3rd Qtr
4th Qtr
FY 83
FY 84
Total
NOTE: The same format is used for Obligations and Costs
3 of 3
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PROJECT BCD OPERATING PLAN FORMAT
RTR
-01 PROJECT MGT
PROGRAM SUPPORT
SUPPORT SERVICES
PROJ MGT - MISC EXPENSES
TOTAL 01
-i0 SECONDARY STRUCTURES
DC-10 RUDDER (12954)
DC-10 RUDDER (14724)
TOTAL RUDDER
727 ELEVATOR (14952)
L-1011 AILERON (15069)
TOTAL i0
-20 MEDIUM SIZE PRIMARY STRUCTURES
L-1011 VERTICAL FIN (14000)
737 HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (15025)
DC-10 VERTICAL STABILIZER (14869)
TOTAL 20
RTOP TOTALS
NET R&D
RESERVE APPLICATION
NET R&D WITH RESERVE
PROGRAM SUPPORT
TOTAL RTOP
Figure 3-C.2
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Unless NASA Headquarters changes the amount
of Program Authority a project has or will receive, the project
should try to avoid revising the Baseline Plan at anytime other
than when a POP plan is being prepared. The notable exception to
this guideline is the situation whereby the project's actual
obligations and/or costs plus the anticipated activity in the
near future are incompatible with the amount of Program Authority
received to date or anticipated to be received from NASA
Headquarters. Under such circumstances a project must replan in
order to re-establish a viable plan.
It should be noted that replanning of either
the Baseline or Operating Plan can cause some undesirable
consequences including the expenditure of valuable manpower on
"non-productive" activity and a lessening of cost control. That
is, people may tend to place less emphasis on living within their
budgets in the future. There is one other possible negative
consequence--an increase in the amount of confusion or
misunderstanding as to the budgets in affected areas or subareas.
This can cause additional work as people change plans and records
to agree with the revised baseline.
The above comments do not mean that a project
should only change its Operating Plan in conjunction with the
preparation of POP plans. To the contrary, it is important that
a project have a viable Operating Plan at all times. The Budget
Change System discussed in Section IV.B is designed to cope with
changing budgetary needs. The way in which project management
administers this system will largely determine whether the
potentially undesirable consequences of making budget changes
become a reality.
Revised Baseline Plans should be reviewed and
approved in the same manner as the Initial Baseline Plan.
Changes from the initial or previously revised plan should be
documented by the Analyst. A summary of the changes should be
included in his or her next Resources Status Report (discussed in
Section VI.D). Details, including a tabulation of the
corresponding data for the two plans and the dollar difference
between these data, should be filed for future reference. A
change(s) in the Baseline Plan will necessarily require a
change(s) in the Operating Plan. This should be done as soon as
possible to avoid confusion.
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IV. ANALYSIS/CONTROL FUNCTIONS
A. Review of Status/Outlook by Subarea
As a standard procedure each month the Analyst reviews
the status of all subareas of the project for which a resources
plan exists. In many cases this will be at the RTR level, but
more frequently subareas are delineated below the RTR level.
Segregation of data by subarea below the RTR level is achieved by
the use of unique job order numbers and/or contract numbers.
It is difficult to generalize as to the depth to which
the Analyst examines status and outlook under each subarea. The
Analyst typically looks at three types of financial transactions,
Commitments, Obligations, and Costs, comparing the actual amounts
for the current period and cumulative from start, with the
co_responding plans. Further, the Analyst often has to consider
actual transactions versus plans in terms of a specific year(s)'
funding authorization. It is generally not feasible for the
Analyst to examine regularly each subarea in terms of the actual
expenditure of resources versus what was accomplished except in
the case of major cost-type contracts. (This subject is
discussed under Section IV-F.8.)
The Analyst will address each significant dollar
variance at the lowest level in the Operating Plan; i.e., the
positive or negative difference between actual commitments,
obligations, and costs versus the corresponding plan. There is
no absolute standard for determining whether a variance is
"significant" - an "indicator" which might be helpful is "an
actual or potential variance of at least (i) $50K, or (2) 20% and
at least $10K." This is cited as a means of indicat-_ng the
approximate range of variances which have been considered worthy
of highlighting in an analysis. There are certainly exceptions
which fall outside this range. The Analyst should use any
guidelines provided by the Project Manager plus his or her own
judgment in determining which variances are significant. Reasons
for anticipated as well as incurred variances should be addressed
i_ the amounts are considered significant. The Analyst should
try to determine whether the cause of an incurred variance(s)
will continue to affect future costs or whether the current
variance is a one-time thing. For example, if three units were
required for a test program and four had to be built before three
were found acceptable, the additional costs for the fourth unit
would represent a one-time cost variance. However, an increase
in overhead rates would affect all future costs to which overhead
applies and the Analyst should consider this future effect.
Under special circumstances it may be necessary for the
Analyst to address special types of variances or activities
affecting resources. For example, variance analyses addressing a
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particular year(s)' funding authority are required from time to
time. Another type of analysis warranting specific mention is
the uncosted status and plans of major contracts; i.e., the
amount of funding authority which has been obligated on a
contract against which the contractor has not yet incurred costs.
(This subject is discussed in Section IV-F.6.)
" The results of the Analyst's review of the status and
outlook by subarea should be discussed first with the project
staff members responsible for the subareas reflecting significant
variances and subsequently with the Project Manager. The results
of the Analyst's review should be incorporated in his or her
Project Resources Status Report. Examples of two formats used to
present variance data are shown in Figure 4-A.I and 4-A.2. The
format in Figure 4-A.I shows all subdivisions of the PWBS whereas
the format in Figure 4-A.2 is designed to identify only
significant variance data and applicable remarks.
LaRC Resource Management System (RMS) Reports
The Analyst must be knowledgeable as to the format and
content of those RMS reports which contain data necessary for
monitoring the status of project resources.
The principal standard financial management reports used
by Analysts are Reports 9, 14 and the Suballotment Report. Each
of these reports has a unique feature(s) which provides important
data and/or minimizes the time required to obtain certain data
needed by the Analyst. The LaRC Resource Management System
Reports Manual contains descriptions of these as well as all
other standard reports in the system.
Two special RMS reports which have been used effectively
by Analysts are the Project Summary- 12A Report and the Summed
RTOP's Report. Both of these reports have certain features which
are well suited to project resources planning and control.
Report 12A provides all-years data for each RTR in one location,
and permits the generation of both project and PWBS Level 2
totals even if the project contains RTR's under different RTOP's.
The Summed RTOP report provides all-years data under JO's, and
also provides a project total as long as the project consists of
one or more complete RTOP's.
B. Budget Control
It is strongly recommended that a project develop and
maintain a Budget Plan. This plan should be consistent with the
Operating Plan discussed in Section III-C. In order for a
Budget Plan to be effective, project management must accept it
and manage in accordance with it. At the same time it is
important to realize there is a high probability that a Budget
Plan will have to be changed many times during the life of a
project and to be prepared to effect such changes in a timely
manner.
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PROJECTDEF
POP 83-1
APRIL SUMMARYOF999-99-99OBLIGATIONS(PLANvs ACTUALS)
CURRENTMONTH CUMTHRUCURREHTMONTH
RTR DESCRIPTION PLAN ACTUAL VARIANCE PLAN ACTUAL VARIANCE
02 ProjectManagement 4 0 4 1957 1969 (12)
03 Facility 0 4 (4) 594 599 ....(5) ......
04 ExperimentSystems
R5440ContractorA 183 183 0
R6364ContractorB 39 39 0
R6365UniversityA 32 32 0
R5439UniversityA 219 219 0
R6363ContractorC 49 49 0
R6703ContractorD 5 0 5 82 81.3 .7
R6361UniversityB 61 61 0
R6360ContractorE 29 0 29 166 137 29
R6362UniversityC 22 22 0
R8616t_ASACenterE 7 7 0
R7041,R6667 • 69 69 0
NASACenterA 0 14 (14) 710 724 (14)
NASACenterB 461 461 0
NASACenterC , 701 701 0
NASA CenterD 63 63 0
(Subtotals) 34 14 20 2864 2848.3 15.7
05 FlightInst. 0 4 (4) 1635 1642 (7)
06 GroundSuppt.Equip. 0 .5 (.5) 333 335 (2)
07 Trays 67 67 0
08 Engineering& Anal. 9 0 9 200 208.8 (8.8)
09 ExperimentInteg. 0 2_5 (2.5) 177 181.5 (4.5)
12 Struct.Test 67 67 0
R&D Subtotals 47 25 22 7894 7917.6 (23.6)
IMS Subtotals 88 90 (2) 4190 4210 (20)(Monthlyactuals
fromRMS Rept.)
TOTAL 135 115 20 12084 12127.6 (43.6)
Figure4-A.1
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FOR
MOI.ITHLYVARIANCEREPORT
PLAN"DATA = POP 8 - DATA AS OF
RTOP NO.:
CURRENTFDNTH: CUMULATIVETHRUCURRENTNONTfI*
RTR# DESCRIPTION PLAN ACTUAL VARI_I.ICE PLAN ACTUAL VARIAIICE REF_RKS
IIOTES:1. Cumulativedata is from projectstart thru currentmonth
• 2. Same formatused for obligations,costs and commitments(optional)
Figure4-A.2
The use of a standard method for making changes to the Budget
Plan of a project has proven very beneficial on LaRC projects and
adoption of a system such as the one described below is highly
recommended.
Budget Change System
Introduction
Program Operating Plans (POP's) are submitted to NASA
Headquarters at designated times during the fiscal year to
provide time phased estimates of obligations and costs against
the official funding authority guideline. A Project Budget Plan
is then developed and maintained which supports the POP.
Typically, this Budget Plan allocates resources to the project
subtasks, identified as Research and Technology Resumes (RTR's).
However, in some cases budget allocations are made to a level
below that of an RTR; e.g., to each of several major contracts
under a particular RTR.
The PSB Budget Change System (BCS) provides a system for
the orderly development, review, and approval of all budget
changes regardless of whether the project's total budget is
affected. It provides approved, current budget data for use in
preparing each POP. This reduces the amount of work which must
be done after the POP Call is received, thereby permitting
greater emphasis on critical areas during the limited time
available. It also provides a means for maintaining a detailed
budget which is recognized as a realistic plan, as well as a
historical record of detailed budget changes, including
management reserve.
BCS Process
The BCS uses the form in Figure 4-B.I for the
initiation, review, approval or disapproval, and documentation of
all budget changes. Approved changes are immediately reflected
in the official project budget. Approval of budget changes is a
responsibil_ty of the Project Manager. He or she may delegate
authority for the approval of certain types or level of changes.
The appropriate signature(s) must be affixed to the form prior to
making a budget change.
IThe POP is recognized as the basic document for monitoring
project resources status versus plans and each POP should be
based on a comprehensive review of each of the major items of
expenditure which have not yet been completed.
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Instructions for Use of the Budqet Change Form
The Budget Change Form, as designed, will meet the needs
of most projects. It can be modified if the particular
requirements of a project cannot be met by use of the standard
format.
RTOP/RTR - Numbers of all RTOP's or RTR's affected by the change
should be shown. These numbers must be consistent with the NASA
agency-wide coding structure and the PWBS.
Title - A description or title of the item identified by the
number in the first column.
Fund Source (FS) - Identify Net R&D funds as FS-4. Contact PSB,
PRD if in doubt regarding correct FS.
Fiscal Year (FY) Affected - The fiscal year in which the budget
for a given line item is increased or decreased (see examples).
Previous Budget - The budget for a given line item before the
subject change action.
Budqet Change - The amount ($) of this change.
Revised Budqet - The budget for a given line item after the
subject change action.
RTOP/RTR Manager Concurrence - The signature of the RTOP/RTR
manager showing concurrence with the change action on each line
item.
EXAMPLE #I
FY PREVIOUS BUDGET REVISED RTOP/RTR MGR
RTOP/RTR TITLE FS AFFECTED BUDGET CHANGE BUDGET CONCURRENCE
123-01-02-02 RTR Title 4 82 450K (50K) 400K A.A. Jones
123-01-02-02 (same) 4 83 200K 50K 250K A.A. Jones
Note that the amount being subtracted is shown in brackets.
EXAMPLE #2
If $200K is moved from management reserve to an existing RTR, the entries
on the form would be
FY PREVIOUS BUDGET REVISED RTOP/RTR MGR
RTOP/RTR TITLE FS AFFECTED BUDGET CHANGE BUDGET CONCURRENCE .
123-01-02-01 Mgt. Reserve 4 83 1000K (20CK} 800K B.B. Smith
123-01-02-02 RTR Title 4 83 450K 200K 650K A.A. Smith
2 of 3
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Remarks - As a minimum, a description of the effort being changed
and the reason for the change should be stated. Also, reference
should be made to any funding guideline changes and/or effects oK
the budget change on the all-years project EAC when applicable.
Approved - The signature of the Project Manager or the designee
having budget change approval authority. His/her name should be
typed under the line.
Date - Date of budget change approval.
Disapproval - If a proposed change is disapproved, this should be
indicated under remarks. The date of the disapproval should also
be shown.
Prepared by- Name of Resource Analyst or other person designated
to administer the BCS.
Budqet Change # - Any numbering system initiated and controlled
by the project, with one individual designated to assign and
maintain a record of the numbers which have been assigned.
Typically, consecutive numbers are assigned to budget changes
until the next approved POP, at which time the numbering begins
again and this process is repeated throughout the life of the
project. If the suggested numbering scheme were used, the first
three budget changes after adoption of POP 83-2 would be 83-2-1,
83-2-2, 83-2-3.
Distribution - Copies of the approved/disapproved change should
be forwarded to each RTOP/RTR manager affected by the change.
3 of 3
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C. Cost Concerns/Cost Offsets
This title may be unfamiliar to the reader. It is used
to describe a management system whereby potential or actual cost
problems, or areas in which costs can possibly be avoided are
identified and reviewed in a systematic manner, culminating in a
management decision.
A Cost Concerns/Cost Offsets (CC/CO) system can be set
up at a total project level or at a subordinate level; e.g., for
a specific contractual effort. The degree of formality of such a
system can vary considerably. The following comments apply to a
fairly formal system appropriate to a large project with a
hierarchical structure. However, in principle they are also
applicable to small projects with a simple organizational
structure.
The effective use of a CC/CO system requires a
management commitment to the system, agreed-upon roles and
responsibilities, and standard procedures. If it is to be used
at the total project level, the Project Manager should be an
active participant in the process. If it is to be used at the
contract level, both the NASA TRCO and the Contractor's Project
Manager should be active participants.
The first step in the process is the initiation of the
CC or CO. Any person working on a project or on a subordinate
level employing an CC/CO system can initiate a CC or CO. The
administration of the system is typically assigned to the
Configuration Control and Data Management staff on a major effort
or to someone on the Project Manager's or TRCO's staff in the
case of a small effort. If the subject matter of a CC or CO
involves a contractor it is important that the subject is
properly coordinated with contractor personnel, including his
Contract Administrator.
Figure 4-C.I contains an example of a CO. Notice that
the CO writeup includes an assessment of the cost and mission
impacts of the proposed change. It also contain the
recommendation of the initiator (as well as any intermediary
reviewing authority, if applicable). CO's or CC's are reviewed
by each manager responsible for an area which is affected and
also by the Configuration Control Board. The latter organization
ensures that the full impact of the proposed change is addressed,
and that the necessary changes in control documents are made in
the event that the proposed change is approved.
The importance of the cost offset discipline warrants
emphasis. Figure 4-C.2 contains a cost offset program status
report for a past LaRC project. The dollar amounts resulting
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COPITRACTORX LEVEL 3 MATIAGER
1192H
"CONTRACTORX
ITEH TITLE: V!.B.S. 7.6 ELIMINATE LDTM/ODTHSTACKEDTEST
o CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF OFFSET CONSIDERED:
I
' ' ELIHINATE TESTS OF TIlE COUPLED LDTH/ODTH
o ADVANTAGESAND DISADVANTAGESOF OFFSET:
ADVANTAGE DOLLAR SAVING AND ALLON USE OF LDTH FOR OTIIER PURPOSES TO ELIHINATE
tlARDIVAREBUILD.
I
DISADVANTAGE - SLIGHT DECREASE IN CONSERVATISH OF TEST
o RECO).IFIENDATION: ,
STUDYAND REPORT ON 12/18/82 INCLUDINGTHE .ESTIMATEDCOST SAVINGDETERMINEDBY NASACENTERA
o COST I_[PACTBY FISCAL YEAR (includlnB implementation .c.,ostspif any.,)L_
b_
t_BS NO. AND TITLE FY-83 FY-84 FY-85 FY-86 FY-87 Total
.. ' 7.6 STRUCTURALTEST $SOK $SOK
. 7.7 STRESS AND DYN 2,_II_l• 2FIt,!. '
TOTAL _ _
o OVERALL ASSESS_IENTOF HISSION IHPACT:
ACCEPTABLE
' Responsible _lanager _a-te
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Figure4-C.I
PROJECTQRS
COST OFFSET PROGRAM- STATUS REPORT
STATUS - NOVEMBER 15, 1973
ITEMS RECEIVED BY PROJECTQRS OFFICE SINCE AUGUST 28
•,. . .
REF. SUBMITTAL PROJ. QRS $K AMOUNT OF
NO. TITLE DATE ACTION APPROVED OFFSET
1 Transfer of Integration/Test 9/28 Approved 73
2 SubcontractorA Schedule 9/28 Approved 133
Compression
3 ContractorA f4anpowerDropoff 9/28 Approved 170
4 Transfer Column Life Testing 9/28 Approved 15
•5 Delete Last Flight Unit 9/28 Approved
6 Transfer SubcontractorB 9/28 Disapproved*
Contract
7 Use of ContractorA In-House 9/28 .Disapproved
EquipmentRather than "605"
Vibration Fixture
8 SubcontractorA Configuration 10/19 Approved 180
Control Mode
9 EliminateNASA Test Site H2 9/28 Approved 8
Tank Cleaning
* ContractorA RecommendedItem Not Be Implemented
Figure 4-C.2
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from these and other cost offsets contributed to the ultimate
success of this particular project.
Figure 4-C.3 contains a typical format for a Cost
Concern on a major contractual effort. Notice that the CC also
identifies an estimate(s) of Cost impact by fiscal year(s). This
document can be used in regular review meetings and also in the
preparation of financial status reports. For example, Figure
4-C.4 identifies potential additional costs of $I021K due to
eight cost concerns. This amount is also shown in Figure 4-C.5
which shows the status of CC's/CO's vis-a-vis the amount of
contingency (or management reserve). Both of these reports are
used for regular management reviews.
D. Management Reserve
In recent years NASA has placed much emphasis on the
importance of management reserve on R&D projects. As a standard
procedure, projects should include a reasonable amount of
management reserve in their cost estimates. As a general rule on
major R&D programs, NASA Headquarters will also establish a
reserve fund to provide flexibility in dealing with unforeseen
events or conditions impacting program execution. This reserve
is identified as Allowance for Project Adjustment (APA).
Detailed financial plans supporting POP's should contain a
separate line item for management reserve.
Changes to management reserve should be documented and
retained as part of the project resources history file.
The status of management reserve (or contingency) is an
excellent subject for management reviews. The LaRC Director
requires a graphic report on this subject as part of the material
he reviews on selected R&D projects. Figure 4-C.5 contains an
example of a report used for this purpose.
E. Special Analyses and Reviews
From time to time the Analyst performs special analyses
and participates in special reviews related to resources status,
outlook, and plans. Many of these efforts relate to major
contracts, including activities during the proposal/selection/
negotiation phase, periodic reviews of the estimated cost to
complete contractual efforts, and major replans of remaining
efforts. These subjects are discussed in Section IV-F. It
should be noted that analyses and reviews addressing contractual
efforts frequently have significant implications with respect to
the overall project resources plan.
Regardless of the specific type of project level
analysis or review, there are several principles or guidelines
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which should be observed. First, the Project Manager must be a
strong supporter of the activity. Second, the individuals
responsible for the various subareas of the project should be
active participants. The Project Manager should be apprised of
planned activities so that he or she may participate, as deemed
appropriate. Third, there should be a clear understanding as to
the rates and factors used to determine cost estimates; e.g.,
whether constant dollars or "real-year" dollars are used for
estimating future costs. ("Real-year" dollars result from the
use of anticipated rates in estimating costs for future years.)
Further, the analysis or review should address the differences
between current cost estimates and the current Baseline Plan even
if the basic purpose of the activity is to determine the
estimated costs of the remaining project tasks since the Project
Manager must know how much the estimate for each subarea has
changed and the reasons for the changes. This is important for
management to maintain control of the subareas of the project and
also to be able to communicate effectively with higher management
and supporting organizations. The results of analyses and
reviews should be documented, and should be presented to the
Project Manager either orally or in written form in a timely
manner, ri_ to the distribution of any report(s) containing the
results of the--analysisor review.
One special type of analysis is often performed on major
in-house R&D projects-- a civil service manpower analysis. This
activity is described in the following subsection.
E-I In-House Manpower Planning and Control
Introduction
Manpower is a critical resource. It is
therefore important that realistic manpower estimates be
developed for any project under consideration. These estimates
should identify the phasing and skill/organizational distribution
of labor during the entire life of the project. The existence of
such a plan helps in the advocacy and early planning of the
project as well as providing the basic structure or baseline for
maintaining manpower control during the implementation phase.
All levels of project management share the
responsibility for ensuring effective utilization of manpower
when implementing the project plan. However, the Project Manager
is solely responsible for the development of a realistic manpower
plan which is compatible with the Project Plan and for the
control of manpower during the implementation phase of the
project. On large R&D projects the Project Manager often
receives support in this area from an Analyst. In this event it
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is important that the Analyst be involved in the development of
the manpower plan so that he or she has the necessary
understanding of the plan to be able to analyze the actual versus
plan data during the implementation phase. In addition, the
Analyst can assist the Project Manager by explaining how manpower
data are accumulated at LaRC and the reports which are available
for monitoring manpower.
An example of how a LaRC project planned and
controlled in-house manpower follows. This project, which will
be called Project HIJ, is an atypical in-house project in that it
encompassed a major contractual effort during its initial phase
which was brought in-house for completion. However, it provides
a real life example of an effective approach to manpower planning
and control of an in-house project. A similar approach could be
used effectively on most in-house R&D projects.
Project HIJ Manpower Planning and Control
In the case of Project HIJ, a Statement of Work (SOW)
was developed for the major contract effort. When the work was
brought in-house this document was modified but retained. Under
typical conditions an in-house project does not have a SOW, as
such, and the PWBS stands on its own as the official outline of
the entire project effort. As shown in Figure 3-B.I, the Project
HIJ PWBS identified the work to be performed down to or below the
lowest level at which project management intended to control its
resources. This was at the system or subsystem level. Lower
level detail was included in the PWBS to ensure that task scopes
were clear and responsibilities were not ambiguous. It also
facilitated the identification of subareas which had significant
variances from plan; i.e., subareas on which manpower charges
were much higher or lower than were anticipated when the plan was
developed. The PWBS identified the individuals responsible for
all work elements, as well as a further breakout by organization
and function; e.g., fab, integration, test. The Project HIJ PWBS
also identified each work element by a unique RTR or Job Order
Number. This was important to facilitate the segregation of
actual data in the LaRC manpower reports in accordance with the
PWBS.
The individuals responsible for each work element were
actively involved in the development of the Project HIJ manpower
plans. Estimates developed in this manner; i.e., from the
bottom-up, are also referred to as engineering "grass roots"
estimates, in contrast to estimates developed at a higher level
by the use of parametric modeling techniques or management
generated estimates.
The project's parent division compiled a "bottoms-up"
estimate based on the PWBS, including manpower support
requirements from the Flight Electronics Division (FED),
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Instrument Research Division (IRD), Fabrication Division (FD),
Atmospheric Sciences Division (ASD), Reliability and Quality
Assurance (R&QA), schedule and resources support organizations,
and project management. Manpower requirements were submitted by
working level personnel knowledgeable in each functional area and
compiled into time phased estimates identifiable to the PWBS.
Additionally, the estimates were structured so as to identify the
division(s) to provide support in each area. The names of
individuals were included in the plan wherever possible to ensure
that appropriate skills were included and to avoid redundancy.
These preliminary estimates were reviewed and reiterated as
discussions provided a clearer picture of the project tasks. The
final plan was discussed with the management of all major
supporting ogranizations and their concurrence of the plan was
requested and received. The final plan was then presented to
Directorate and Center Management for approval. Subsequent
manpower reviews and updates were made in conjunction with the
preparation of the major project planning documents; i.e., RTOP's
and POP's.
The Project Manager and each individual responsible for
one or more RTR's were provided with valid, timely manpower data
biweekly on a regular basis. These reports, which are available
from BDSD, showed manpower utilization by organization, JO, RTR,
and RTOP. In addition, a special monthly report, BDSD Report
AB052-05, was distributed which shows details regarding
fabrication labor, including out-of-house contract labor. This
report can be obtained by contacting RCO, Fabrication Division.
The Project Support Branch, PRD, can provide assistance in the
selection of reports to be used to monitor manpower.
Manpower Measurement
One major p_oblem frequently encountered in manpower
planning, control, and reporting is the selection and consistent
usage of a particular unit of measurement. The Project Manager
is normally required to develop an overall manpower plan which
shows the amount of support required to perform the work elements
comprising the project effort. This plan should be expressed in
terms of the basic manpower unit in the LaRC RMS system, viz,
Equivalent People, as this is the unit of manpower used at the
Center level for planning and control purposes. The Equivalent
People data pertains to any specified period of time. A related
unit of manpower contained in the LaRC manpower reports is
entitled, "Cum(ulative) Manpower, Annual Rate." It indicates the
average "Equivalent People" for that portion of the current
fiscal year which has occurred. It should be noted that these
• data reflect the following: (i) individual leave, (2) holidays,
and (3) certain organizational overhead charges.
Figure 4-E.I shows a manpower report format used by one
LaRC project which highlights the manpower support by specific
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organizations. The information shown reflects the "Equivalent
People" data in RMS Report 7.
The Project Support Branch, PRD, can provide assistance
to the Project Manager in the development of manpower plans which
are compatible with the manpower data in the RMS reports as well
as explaining how the data in those reports are derived.
F. Contract Cost Management
A considerable amount of material on this subject is
contained in NASA TM 83108, "Guideline for Cost Control and
Analysis of Cost-Type Research and Development Contrcts." It is
recommended that the reader use that TM as a supplement to the
material contained in this section.
F-I Contractor Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS)
Much of the material in Section III-B regarding
the PWBS is generally relevant to the subject of the CWBS and it
would be beneficial for the reader to refer back to that section
before reading further.
It is important for the CWBS to be developed
during the early phase of pre-contract planning. This
facilitates the development of the Statement of Work which
contains the requirements of the contract; i.e., what the
contractor is to perform. The CWBS also provides a common
reference point for the evaluation and comparison of contractor
proposals on competitive, negotiated procurements. It is quite
common for LaRC to specify the CWBS to be used for the purpose of
proposal submittals, at least down to a certain level, and then
require the contractor(s) to provide further detail at a lower
level(s) of the CWBS. The contractor should be required to
submit a "dictionary" for the CWBS in his proposal as well as for
the CWBS that made a part of the contract upon completion of
negotiations. Changes to the CWBS should be kept to a minimum so
as to facilitate the understanding of, and use of the resources
data submitted to NASA in this format; i.e., by the CWBS. The
Government should approve any change to the CWBS prior to the
contractor making the change.
F-2 Contract Cost Baselines
An understanding of cost baselines is essential
for an individual to effectively deal with the subject of
• contract cost management. As discussed in Section 6.6 of TM
83108, there are sometimes more than one type of cost baseline on
31
a given contractual effort. Figure 4-F.I illustrates the
relationship between a Contract Budget Base(line) and a
Performance Measurement Baseline as well as showing the elements
which comprise the latter baseline. The Contract Budget
Base(line) equals the negotiated contract cost plus the estimated
cost for Government-authorized changes. It consists of the
Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB) plus any management
reserve. The PMB is a time-phased plan against which contract
performance is measured, consisting of budgets assigned to
planned work efforts plus any budgets which are held in reserve
for work efforts which have not yet been planned. Figure 4-F.2
illustrates how the budgets for elements of the CWBS and
different functional organizations relate to the Performance
Measurement Baseline.
Contract modifications which have cost impact
require that a change be made in the Performance Measurement
Baseline. In addition, internal replanning can require changes
to the PMB. Figure 4-F.3 shows the relationship between these
types of changes. Figure 4-F.4 contains an example of a format
used by GSFC to document contractor changes to a Performance
Measurement Baseline. Notice that this form contains columns to
reconcile changes with the Contract Target Cost as well as the
Contract Budget Base. The CBB equals the Contract Target Cost
plus the estimated cost of authorized but unpriced work. The
Contract Target Cost includes only the original negotiated
contract costs plus the negotiated costs of any contract changes.
Figure 4-F.5 contains a good summary of guidelines for
maintenance of a Performance Measurement Baseline.
F-3 Resources Reporting Requirements
At the conculsion of contract negotiations there
should be a clear understanding as to the contractual resources
reporting requirements. These requirements are normally
delineated in a section of the contract containing Data
Requirement Descriptions (DRD's). Reporting requirements vary
somewhat depending on the duration, type, and size of the
contract. Three examples of DRD's used on contracts can be found
in Figures 4-F.6, 4-F.7, and 4-F.8. The first example specifies
the most stringent requirement normally invoked by LaRC. It calls
for the submittal of a Monthly Performance Report using NASA Form
533P or an equivalent Contractor report in addition to use of
both the NASA 533M and 533Q reports. It also requires the use of
a formal system for iden-_ying and tracking cost concerns and
cost offsets (actions which have the potential of reducing costs
that otherwise would be incurred), monthly reporting of the
status of these items and any changes in the Contractor's
32
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|. TITLE 7. NUMBER
FinancialF'anagementReports HF-014 (DRL EM 001)
3. USE '' 4. DATE.
; February 2, 1984
Provides the NASA with the financialmanagement 5.ORGANIZATION
and performancestatus of the contract. PSB/PRD
APPROVED BY:
7. INTFRR_LATIOt=SHIP 6. REFEREHC_=..S
B. PREPARATION INFORMATION
The Contractor'sfinancialmanagementreportingshall be in accordancewith
NHB 9501.2Aand the paragraphsherein.
1. The Contractorshall establishand maintain a time-phasedbaseline
budget fop each reportinglevel WBS subdivisionof work. These WBS sub-
divisionsof work must be consistentwith those establishedfor the
schedulecontrol and analysis,system. The sum of these baseline budgets
and the Contractor'smanagementreserve shall equal the negotiatedcontract
value. Changes to baselin_ budgets and management reserve shall be fully
explainedin the Contracl:or,_larrativeR marksaccompanyingthe first report
depictingthe changes. Changes to baseline budgets should be held to a
minimumand should not be made more frequentlythan twice during any twelve
month period unless extra-ordinaryconditionsnecessitatesuch action. The
Contractorshall coordinatehis plans regardingrevisionsto his baseline
budgetwith the HASA TRC0 prior to effectingsuch revisions.
The Contractor'sRemarks sectionof the Contractor'sreports shall include
the status of the cost concern/costoffset,and management reservedis-
ciplinesoutlined in paragraph2 below, includingthe outlook for resolution
of any cost concerns or cost offsets. This sectionof the Contractor's
report shall also identifythe pricing bases for direct and indirect
costs in the first report submittedand any changes thereto in the first report
reflectingti_echange, as well as the ilnpactof such change.
2. In accordancetHth standard,good cost management techniques,it is
assumed that the Contractorwill establisha management reservewithin
the negotiatedcontract value as operatingbudgetsare agreed to among his
performingorganizaCions/WBSmanagers.
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MF-014 (Continued)
A cost control discipline shall be established. The cost control processes
and terms applied should be those normally applied by the Contractor in
his management of projects provided they embody actions equivalent to the
following example:
"As problems with potential impact on cost surface;
they shall be quantified, assigned a "cost concern"
control number, and carried as liens against manage-
ment reserve until resolution is reached and the
concerns are: (a) solved without cost impact,
" (b) funded from reserve and incorporated into the
baseline budget, or (c) funded by an increase in the
contract value as a result of an applicable contract
modification and incorporated into the baseline budget.
In addition, potential reductions in cost (within or
out of contractual scope), when identified, shall be
quantified, assigned a "cost offset" control number,
and carried as potential additions to management
reserve until resolution is reached and,the offsets are:
(a) dropped as infeasible, or (b) removed from the
baseline budget and added to management reserve."
Any increase or decrease to the baseline budget of a WBSsubdivision of work,
or transfer of funds between subdivisions of work, except _hose resulting from
contract modifications, shall be processed in accordance with the cost control
discipline required above. Budget respreads, including those incorporating
changes to management reserve, shall be reported to NASAand shall be accompanied
by narrative remarks pertaining to any significant changes in the baseline plan
including the estimated resources by subdivisions of work/elements of cost,
the phasing of these estimated resources, and the direct/indirect rates re-
flected in the revised plan.
• ,.
3. The Contractor shall submit the following reports using the elements of
cost listed in paragraph 4 herein for all levels I, 2, and 3 WBSsubdivisions
of work and those level 4 WBSsubdivisions of work selected by NASA (reference
Exhibit 12).
(a) Initial Report (reflecting the Contractor's baseline budget
time-phased by accounting month).
(b) Monthly Report (_IASAForm 533FI)
(c) Quarterly Report (NASAForm 533Q)
(d) Base|ine Budget Revisions (reflecting Contractor's revised
budget, time-phased by accounting month).
P
(e) Monthly Performance Report (rIASA Form 533P or Contractor report
which is an equivalent of _IASA533P).
(f) Contractor narrative remarks shall be submitted with Forms 533M
and 533P (as a single report), 533Q and Contractor baseline budget
revisions.
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4. Elementsof Cost
(a) Direct Labor Hours (by discipline/function,e.g.: engineering,
manufacturing,etc.)
(b) Direct Labor Dollars (by discipline/function,e.g." engineering,
manufacturing,etc.)
(c) Overhead or Burden (by discipline/function,e.g.: engineering,
manufacturing,etc.)
(d) Material
(e) Subcontracts(over $10OK; list each separately)
(f) ScientificComputer
(g) Other Direct Costs
(h) Subtotal
(i) Generaland Administrative(G&A)
(j) Subtotal (TotalCost ExcludingReserve)
(k) Management Reserve*
(1) Cost of FacilitiesCapital*
(m) Total ContractCost*
* To be reported,at WBS level 1 only.
5. For the submittalof the monthly report specified in paragraph 3(b)
herein, the Contractor shall include the following in the preparationof Form
5331.I:
(a) Columns 7b. and 7d. should presentthe planned
(budgeted)cost for the month being reported and
cumulativeto date respectively,consistentwith the
baseline budget as defined in paragraph1.
(b) Unfilled Orders Outstanding should be shown at level 1
as a separate reporting category, i.e., line item, in
addition to column I0.
6. For the submittal of the quarterly report specified in paragraph 3(c)
herein, the Contractor shall include the following in the preparation of Form
533Q:
(a) Unfilled Orders flutstanding should be shown at level I as
a separate reporting category, i.e., line item in addition
to column Ii.
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7. The Contractor shall submit a WBSdictionary for NASAapproval with
Initial Report (paragraph 3.a above) and shall submit all recommended re-
visionsto the dictionary for NASA approval. The WBS dictionary shall
describeeach WBS subdivisionof work in terms of:
(a) Work to be performed
(b) Quantityof hardware to be developedand delivered
(c) Softwareor servicesto be furnished
"(d) Other significantdata which describe the nonrecurring
"end products"of each WBS element.
In cases where there exists a one-to-onecorrelationbetween WBS subdivisionof
work and individualparagraphsof the Statementof Work, and the Statementof
Work paragraphis sufficientlyexplicit,the dictionaryneed only referencethe
Statementof Work paragraph.
8. For subcontracts (or interdivisional transfers) over $500K, the Contractor
shall submit the same reports listed in paragraph 3 utilizing the elements of
cost listed in paragraph 4.
9. Generally, the reports specified in paragraph I and 3 will be the maximum
required; however, supplementary information shall be provided on an exception
basis. For example, for reporting level WBSsubdivisions of work determined by
NASAto be critical from the standpoint of schedule or level of effort, the
Contractor may be required to provide weekly quick-look status reports showing
actual manhours versus budget and the status of major/critical material pro-
curements. These quick-look reports need not agree precisely with the formal
monthly financial reports. Likewise, under certain conditions the Contractor
may be required to provide cost and manpower data for WBSsubdivisions of
work which are not normalqy reported on.
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NATIOt_AL AERONAUTIC, _. AND _PACE AOt,IINI_T_ATION
DATA REQUIREMENT _ESCRIP;I'ION
I. TITLE
"2. NUJABER
]="{nanc{n] .k{:',n._.ffcrnr_nt _Qporf__ "(DRL-O04)
.% U$£ ''
_. DATE
November 8, 1982
Provides the NAS_ v-iththe f{nancialmanagement s.ORG,,,NIZATI0:_
and pcr/orrna.ncc statu._ of the: contract. APPROVEDBY: "_._1"_'_
.2. INTf.RRELAIIONbHIP I[6"REiERE_CE$, , • .... , ,
8, PI_£[TARATIg,ht INFORMATION
The Contr."riot'sf_.nanciaImanagement reporting shall be in accordance with
;qIdB9501.2A and the paragraphs herein.
"1. "/he Contractor shall.establish and malntalna tlme-phased basellne
budget for each reporting lever IVBS subdivision of work. These IgBS sub-
divisionsof work must be cons]stent with those established for the schedule
control and analysis system. '"l'hesun',of these baseline Budgets and the Con-
tractor's management reserve shall equal the negotiated contract value.
Changes to baseline !0udghtsand znanagernent reserve shall be fully.explained"
in the Contractor Narrative Remarks accomp.anying the first report depicting
the changes. Changes to baseline budgets should be held to a minimum and
should not be made more frequently"than txviccduring any t_velvcmonth period
I!nlcssextra-ordinary condilions ncccssiLatc such action. The Contractor
shall coordinate his plans reg.nrdino_.rcvisionsto his bascli.nebudget with the
Nki! TIICO prior to effcctingsuch revisions.
In addition, the Contractor shall report monthly actual expenditures
against budget for each Wl]S oubdivision of work. These data, gen-
erated under the Contractog's internal management and control system,
shall form the basis for the Contractor Narrative Remarks. This
narratzve shall address monthly and cumulative variances from the
budget plan by %qSS :;ubdivzsion of work. Incurred or potential cost
varzances shall be explained in terms of the elements of cost con-
trlbutinq to the variances, e.g., labor hours, materials, or over-
head. This report shall include the plans and outlook for resolution
of any cost concerns.
NASA fO_ 9
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NarrativeKemarkswill include the pricingbases for direct and indirectcost in
the first report submittedand any changes theretoin the first report reflecting
the change,as well as the impactof such change.
2. The Contractorshall submit the followingreports, in accordancewith the
NASA NHB 9501.2A (Chapter3) and paragraphs1 and 2 herein, using the elements of
cost listed in paragraph4 herein for all levels 1, 2, and 3 WBS subdivisionsof
work and those level 4 WBS subdivisionsof work selectedby NASA.
(a) InitialReport (per paragraph300 of NHB 9501.2A, reflectingthe Contractor's
baselinebudget time-phasedby accountingmonth).
(b) _bnthlyReport (NASA Form 533_Iper paragraph300 and 301 of NHB 9501.2A .
and paragraph5 herein) (12 per year).
(c) QuarterlyReport (NASA Form 533Q per paragraphs.300and 302 of NHB 9501.2A
and paragraph6 herein) (4 per year).
(d) BaselineBudget Revisions(reflectingContractor'srevised budget, time-
phased by accountingmonth).
(e) ContractorNarrative Remarks(per paragraph304 of NHB 9501.2A and
paragraphs1 and 2 herein)submittedwith Forms 533M, 533Q, and Contractor
baselinebudget revisions.
3. Elementsof Cost
(a) DirectLabor Hours (by discipline/function,e.g.: engineering,manufacturing,
etc.)
(b) DirectLabor Dollars (by,discipline/function,e.g.: engineering,manufacturing,
etc.)
(c) Overheador Burden-,(bydiscipline/function,e.g.: engineering,manufacturing,
etc.)
(d) f_aterial
(e) Other Direct Costs
(f) Subtotal
(g) Generaland Administrative(G&A)
(h) Subtotal (Total Cost ExcludingReserve)
(i) I_anagementReserve*(if any)
(j) Cost of FacilitiesCapitJl*
(k) Total ContractCost*
*To be reportedat WBS Level I only.
39a
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4. For the submittal of the monthly report specified in paragraph 3(b) herein,
the Contractor shall include the fo|lowing in the preparation of Form 533M:
(a) Columns 7b. and 7d. should present the planned (budgeted) cost for
the month being reported and cumulative to date, respectively,
consistent with the baseline budget as defined in paragraph I.
(b) Unfilled Orders Outstanding, if any, should be shown at Level 1 as
a separate reporting category, i.e., line item, in addition to
column I0.
5. For the submittal of the quarterly report specified in paragraph 3(c)
herein, the Contractor shall include the following in the "preparation of
For_532Q.
{a) Unfilled Orders Outstanding, if any, should be shown at Level l as
a separate reporting category, i.e., line.item in addition to
column If.
16. The Contractor shall submit a WBS dictionary for NASA approval with
Initial Report (paragraph3.a above) and shall submit all recommended revisions
•to the dictionary for NASA approval. In cases where there exists a one-to-one
correlation betweenWBS subdivisionof work and individual paragraphs of the
Statement of Work, and the Statement of Work paragraph is sufficiently
explicit, the dictionary need only reference the Statement of Work paragraph.
_. Generally, the reports specified in paragraph l and 3 willbe the maximum
required; however, supplementaryinformation shall be provided'upon request on an exception
basis. For example, for reporting level WBS subdivisionsof work determined by
NASA to be critical frcm the standpoint of schedule or level of effort, the
Contractormay be required to provide weekly quick-look status reports showing
actual manhours versus _udget and the status of major/critical material
procurements. These quick-look reports need not agree precisely with the formal
monthly financial reports. Likewise, under certain conditions the Contractor may be
required to provide cost and manpower data for WBS subdivisions of work which
are not no1_ally reported on.
39b
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FinancialHanaqement Reports
3. U_E 4. DATE
t Aoril 7, 1983
Provides the ;_ASAwith the financialmanagement _.ORGANIZATION
and performancd'statusof the contract. APPROVEDBY:
. , ..
7. tiltERREL_,'TtOHSHIP 6, REFERENC[_S
8. PRZP,tRATION IHFORMATION
The Contractor's financial management reporting shall be in accordance with
NHB 9501.2A and the paragraphs herein.
I. Initial Report
An Initial Report, showing detail for Levels I-,,2, and 3, time-phased for the
expected life of the contract, will be submitted by the Contractor within ten
.(10) days after authorization to proceed has been granted by the Contracting
Officer. ,This Initial Report will reflect the original contract value and
shall be the original contract baseline plan. In the event that contractual
or progran:matic changes are made affecting this plan a revised contract
baseline plan will be submitted. The preparation and submittal of any such
revisions shall be coordinated with the Contracting Officer. The following
categories (if applicab_'e) shall be included in the Initial Report and any
subsequent revisions thereof:
I. Direct Labor ]fours
2. Direct Labor Dollars
3. 0verhead(s)
.4. Subcontract
5. Haterial
6. Other Direct Cost
7. General and Administrative(G_,A)
8. Hanagement Reserve (Level 1 only)
9. Cost of FacilitiesCapital (Level I only)
10. Total Contract Cost
N,_AFORW9 NAS_L_,..O-.p,,-,tJ=,,,,_o79D Figure 4-F.8
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The Contractor shall submit definitionsof thecontent of each reporting
category at the same time that the Initial Report is submitted.
2. Monthly F_nancialManagement Reports
Monthly reports shall be submittedutilizing NASA Form 533M, Monthly Con-
tractor FinancialManagement Report, in accordance with submission in-
structionson the reverse side of this form. The planned data shown in
Columns 7b and 7d of the 533M should agree with the correspondingdata in
either the Initial Report or current revised contract baseline plan.
Columns 8a and 8b of the 533M shall contain estimates for the following
two successivemonths for the reportingcategories set forth in Column 6.
The followingcategories (if applicable) shall be included in this report
at Levels 1 and 2:
I. Direct Labor Hours
2. Direct Labor Dollars "
3. Overhead(s)
4. Subcontract
5. Material
6. Other Direct Cost
7. General and Administrative(G&A)
8. Management Reserve (Level 1 only)
9. _Cost of Fac'ilitiesCapital (Level 1 only)
10. Total Contract Cost
The Contractor'sremarks accompanyingeach monthly report shall include a
subdivisionof changes authorized but not finalized, as specified on the
reverse side of the 533M form.
The Contractor shall also provide a monthly report reflecting cumulative
actual hours and dollars charged against each Level 3 subdivision of work.
This reportmay be prepared in any appropriate format. It shall be sub-
mitted as an addendum to the 533M report.
Upon completion,and acceptance by NASA, of all contract schedule line items,
the Contractor,unless otherwisedirected in writing by NASA, shall dis-
continue subntittingthe detailed NASA Form 533 report, and shall limit
subsequent reportir_gto specific litheitems reflecting cost increases or
decreaseson a quarterly basis.
During the performanceof this contract, if NASA requires a change, either
an increase or decrease in the _nforPmtionor reportinq requirementsspecified
in this data requirementdescriptio,,such chan(]eshall be effected by the
ContractingOfficer in accordancewith the procedures of the "Changes"
clause of this contract.
40a
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management reserve, with narrative comments. This DRD is used
only on large R&D contracts where there is a potential for major
resources problems. The amount and type of reporting specified
in this DRD is expensive, and this factor should be considered.
It is difficult to generalize as to the cost of such financial
reporting since there is no standard method for segregating these
costs from the costs which would have been incurred for resources
- planning, control, and reporting if the Government had not
invoked these reporting requiremen-Es. NASA and DOD experience
indicates a cost range between 2 or 4 percent of total contract
costs for resources planning, control, and reporting on major R&D
efforts. However, there are many companies using an earned value
system at their own initiative because they believe cost savings
resulting from this type of system more than offset any
additional costs required to implement it.
It should be noted that the DRD in Figure 4-F.6
gives the contractor an option of providing a performance report
of his choice if it is an equivalent of the NASA Form 533P
report. Since many of the major contractors with whom NASA does
business have performance measurement systems there is a good
possibility that a contractor's report may be used in lieu of
NASA Form 533P. In many cases contractors have comprehensive
guidelines for the design and operation of such a system. By way
of contrast, the total documentation of NASA's 533P "system"
consists of the instructions for completing the form contained on
the reverse side of the form and the commentary in Section 303 of
NASA Handbook NHB 9501.2A. It is often possible to get a better
performance report at a lower cost by utilizing an existing
contractor report. Figures 4-F.9 and 4-F.10 contain examples of
agreements between NASA and a contractor to obtain appropriate
resources reporting in a cost effective manner; i.e., by using
data generated by a contractor's internal system.
The sample DRD in Figure 4-F.7 is similar to the
one in Figure 4-F.6 except for the following: (i) no Performance
Report (NASA Form 533P) is required, (2) no Cost Concern/Cost
Offset System and report are required, and (3) changes in budgets
need not be reported. The sample DRD in Figure 4-F.8 is
applicable to a study contract of less than 1-year duration. It
calls for an Initial Report at Level 3, then monthly report at
Level 2 with a contractor report showing only cumulative actual
hours and dollars at Level 3 as an addendum to the 533M report.
It is recommended that the DRD for contractor
financial reporting include a statement providing for special
reports on an exception basis similar to the one in the last
paragraph of Figures 4-F.6 and 4-F.7.
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NASA/CONTRACTORX AGREEIdENTREGARD[rIG
THE CONTRACTOR X ALTERNATEREPORT IN LIEU OF THE 533P
On April 8, 1976, NASA ProjectZX personnelwere provided a comprehensivereview
of the detailsof the control systems ContractorX is using to manage the ZX pro-
gram. At the completionof this review, ContractorX proposed an alternate report,
in liew of the 533P at each Work BreakdownStructureElement (WBSE).
-- ,. . • ..
The rIASAevaluationconcluded that the ContractorX internalcontrol system will pro-
vide effectivecost and schedule controlbut does not lend itself to low level
applicationof the 533P; therefore,NASA will accept Level 2 only of the work
breakdo>mstructure,a monthly evaluationof its cost/scheduleprogress, using
the 533P form, plus an alternatereport for lower level WBS elements.
The makeup of the alternatereport will be as follows:
I. Milestoneschedulesat each work breakdownstructure Level 3 element
and each Level 4 element,which is a design.to-costhardware work
package,will be providedmonthly along with the 533M or 533Q. ExhibitA
lists the WBSE's and work packages for which these scheduleswill be
provided. It should be noted that certainLevel 3 WBSE's have been
i
omitted as mutually agreed bet_veenNASA and Contractor X; for example, spares,
engine contractor support,contractormanagement.
These scheduleswill be providedprogressivelystarting in May of 1976.
Scheduleswill be developedon the basis of dollar valueand the point
when spendingwill start to occur, that is to say, schedules for tests
starting late in the programwill not be provided immediately. However,
schedulesfor areas where dollarsare being spent will be providedas
soon as definitiveplanning has been completed.
2. Manufacturingearned value charts for those NBSE/work packages involving
Manufacturi_gactivity.
3. An updatedbudget visibility report,submittedas ofte, as significant
changesoccur, but not more Frequentlythan monthly.
Concurrence:
NASA -C_NIRAC_OR X
Figure4-F.9
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NASA/CONTRACTORX AGREE,'IE.ITREGARDINGADDITIONAL CONTROLDATA
FORI'IASAPROJECTOFFICE PROGRAMV:{SIBILITY
,J
In order to provide NASA additionalprogramcontrol visibilityat the NASA Center A,
it was agreed during the meeting of April 8-9, 1976, that ContractorX would provide
one copy each of the followinginformation:
1. For WBSE Level 3/work packages (Level4):
A. Dollar Curves
B. l,lanpowerCharts
C. EngineeringReleases,where applicable
D. Variance Analysis Reports,when applicable.
2. Labor rate summary charges.
3. Manufacturingearned value charts at the functionalorganization
summarylevel.
4. Calcuiationsof labor and overhead rates at the total program level,
in conjunctionwith the 533 reports.
Concurrence"
_JASA -C"ONTRACTORX
Figure 4-F. 10
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F-4 Contractor's Cost Management System
It is standard practice on major cost-type
procurements for NASA/LaRC to require in the Request for Proposal
(RFP) that the proposers identify and describe the management
systems they plan to use to plan and control costs. This is an
important aspect of contract performance since on this type of
contract there is little if any financial incentive for
contractors to rigorously control costs. The proposer selected
for contract negotiations should be asked to clarify or elaborate
on any aspects of the material in his proposal pertaining to his
methods/procedures for controlling costs which NASA personnel do
not understand or about which they have reservations. During the
period of contract performance the Analyst should verify that the
Contractor is in fact using the methods contained in his
proposal, as amended as a result of pre-award communications with
NASA, as well as meeting all of the reporting requirements
specified in the contract.
The cost account is a crucial element of a
contractor's cost management system. As stated in the DOE
summary level document on Contract Performance Measurement
(DOE/MA-0086), "At this (the cost account) level, budgets,
estimates, schedules, work assignments, costs, progress
assessment (i.e., earned value), and problem identification
initially come together and corrective actions are
initiated ........ Most management actions taken at higher levels
to solve significant problems are on an exception basis, based on
problems identified at the cost account level. For these reasons
the CWBS and functional levels selected for establishment of cost
accounts should be carefully considered at the outset ........ to
ensure that the work will be defined properly into manageable
units and that the functional responsibilities are clearly and
reasonably established. The quality and amount of visibility
available on contract performance relate directly to the level
and makeup of the cost accounts." Figures 4-F.II and 4-F.12
contain good summary level descriptions of cost accounts and work
packages which are the basic building blocks of the cost
accounts. Because of the importance of cost accounts, the
Analyst should understand how they "fit," in the Contractor's
system for cost planning, controlling, and reporting.
It is possible that the Contractor is doing what
he had planned to do and is complying with the contractual
provisions for financial reporting but that his cost control
methods or his reports to NASA are not adequate. This is a
sensitive problem as it raises a question as to out-of-scope
effort; i.e., work not envisioned in the original contract which,
if made a requirement, could necessitate a change to the
contract, and an increase in the Contract Value. Under these
circumstances, the Analyst should coordinate very closely with
the TRCO and also with the cognizant Contract Specialist as to
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his or her communications with any Contractor personnel on this
subject.
Examples of items which typically warrant
monitoring by the Analyst are as follows: (I) consistent use of
a Budget Change System, including management reserve, with
appropriate documentation; (2) determination of performance
(earned value) measurements in accordance with an appropriate
standard technique(s); (3) participation of appropriate managers
in the process of resources planning, reviews, and report
preparation; and (4) timeliness, accuracy, completeness, and
consistency of contractor's reports. If the Analyst finds a
significant deficiency in any of these areas, he or she should
discuss the matter with the TRCO for determination as to what
actions to take with the Contractor.
F-5 Proposal Evaluation
On major competitive procurements, a Source
Evaluation Board (SEB) will normally be established to administer
the process of proposal evaluation and make a report of its
findings to the Selection Official. The process and organization
employed is described in LHB 5103.6A. An Analyst may be asked to
participate in the evaluation process, typically as a member of
the committee which is responsible for reviewing the cost
proposals and/or the management systems of the proposers. In
either case the work assigned the Analyst is his or her prime
priority, taking precedence over all other work. He or she works
under the direction of the committee chairperson. Because of the
confidentiality of the subject matter, the Analyst is prohibited
from discussing anything related to his or her activity with
others not selected to support the SEB, including the Analyst's
supervisor.
F-6 Funding Requirements
The Analys_ is responsible for the development
and execution of a reasonable funding plan for all contractual
efforts on the project. In the case of major cost-type R&D
contracts, this is often an extremely difficult task because of
the inherent uncertainties of the work typically performed under
such contracts. Changes in the project's total funding
authorization can also have a serious effect on the funding
plan(s) for a major contract(s).
As a general rule, the Analyst's funding
(obligation) plan for a project should reflect at least 2 months
of forward funding for major cost-type R&D contracts; i.e., the
project should plan to obligate dollars on contracts such that at
all times the Contractor(s) will have Government assurance of
reimbursement for the costs anticipated during the ensuing
2-month period. This minimum amount of forward funding is
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appropriate to provide continuity of the Contractor's effort and
to avoid spending an inordinate amount of time on the subject of
funding. It also tends to engender an effective working
relationship between the NASA and Contractor personnel involved
in cost management whereas a lesser amount of forward funding
sometimes taxes the existing working relationship between these
personnel.
Clearly, there are exceptions to the above
guideline. The most notable exception is the unfortunate
situation in which there just is not enough funding authority to
forward fund a contract(s) for a 2-month period. At this point
it is necessary for NASA to know how much it can obligate against
the contract(s) in question in the near future. This usually
requires a review of the project's entire obligation plan to
determine if any planned obligations could be eliminated or, more
likely, deferred. In rare cases it may also be possible to
deobligate dollars which have already been obligated. If this
type of review does not produce the needed amount of funding
authority, other steps must be taken which involve the
Contractor. Because of the sensitivity of this subject, it is
important that the NASA Contract Administrator and TRCO maintain
timely, thorough communications with their Contractor
counterparts. One possible source of relief for NASA is to
forward fund the contract for less than a 2-month period. When
faced with the alternatives, Contractors will usually accede to
forward funding of a period less than 2 months on a temporary
basis. One remaining course of action open to NASA (other than
descoping or terminating the contract) is to reach an agreement
with the Contractor as to the (limited) amount of effort to be
performed for the period in question. Assuming that the scope of
the contract is not decreased, this approach will almost always
result in additional all-years costs because of the deferral of
effort. The Analyst is usually involved in the above types of
reviews to estimate the costs which would be incurred, as well as
the timing of these costs, under each option which NASA wishes to
consider.
There are circumstances under which the Analyst
should consider forward funding a contract(s) by more than 2
months; e.g., when a contract will have a low level of costs for
an extended period of time. Under this circumstance, limiting
forward funding to a 2-month period would not be cost effective.
F-7 Cost Accrual Assessment
By statue, NASA is required to use an accrued
revenue and expenditure accounting system. Under this system,
costs are considered to have been accrued (or incurred) at the
time that material is used or provided, or a service is rendered,
regardless of whether payment is made before the event,
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concurrently with the event, or at a later time. This of course
includes the costs under major cost-type contracts, which are a
significant portion of NASA's total costs. The Analyst has
responsibility for providing the best estimate(s) of accrued
costs on any contract(s) selected by FMD for such individual
attention. These data are updated monthly in accordance with a
. schedule set by FMD in order to meet NASA Headquarters' reporting
deadline. On most contracts actual cost data for the current
month are not available by the date established for inputting
accrued cost data to FMD. In such cases the Analyst should make
the best estimate as to what the accrued costs will be at the end
of the month and provide this information to FMD. This usually
requires making a phone call to the Contractor's Financial
Manager. The Analyst should check the amount of (cumulative)
accrued cost last shown in the RMS and provide FMD an incremental
amount for the current month which will result in the best
estimate of cumulative accrued costs through the end of the
current period. In this way any necessary adjustments to the
previous input can be made.
The Analyst should maintain a record of his
inputs to FMD, and the rationale for his inputs.
F-8 Cost Analysis
The reader should consult Chapter 7 of TM 83108
for information on this subject. The following narrative
material for the most part summarizes that information; however,
some additional commentary and a large number of examples have
been added. In particular, the following subsection entitled,
"Earned Value Analysis" contains a considerable amount of
information which is not in the TM.
The Analyst should maintain an understanding of
the financial status and outlook of a major contractual effort.
This is accomplished primarily by obtaining timely, relevant
information and reviewing/analyzing that information with respect
to the current baseline plan. Information is obtained from
various sources including the NASA TRCO and project technical
leads, meetings or teleconferences between NASA and Contractor
personnel, the Analyst's Contractor counterpart, and Contractor
reports. The Analyst reviews/analyzes the Contractor's Financial
Management Reports submitted in response to contractual
requirements as well as any other relevant reports submitted by
the Contractor per informal agreements or requests. In many
cases, meaningful resources reports are obtained verbally.
The Analyst should make sure that he/she
understands what is in the Contractor's report; e.g., whether the
costs for recently identified additional planned testing or a new
labor rate file have been incorporated into the ETC. The Analyst
should also determine whether the report reflects any significant
changes in the Contractor's plan vis-a-vis his previous report.
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The Analyst should identify any significant
variances, either actual vs. planned costs or actual costs vs.
earned value (Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP)). The
latter type of variance is discussed in detail in the following
subsection. Variances for both the current period and
cumulative-to-date should be considered. Variances in actual vs.
planned rates (direct and indirect) should also be addressed, and
the possibility of showing significant rate variances graphically
should be considered; e.g., a comparison of the NASA vs. the
Contractor's cost estimate for a fully loaded man-hour of
engineering and manufacturing labor. If the pricing factors used
by the Contractor do not produce valid cost estimates, the
Analyst should recalculate the estimated costs using more
realistic rates and document the rationale. Variances should be
identified by element of cost; e.g., material or direct labor, as
well as by CWBS subdivision of work.
The Analyst should give special attention to the
sections of the Contractor's report addressing Management Reserve
and Cost Concerns/Cost Offsets as these are especially good
indicators of the cost outlook.
The Analyst should determine whether the
Contractor has a valid plan, based on his cost performance, and
also whether the Contractor is providing appropriate data and
assessment information to NASA/LaRC.
Earned Value Analysis
In recent years considerable attention has been given to
a type of contract cost analysis known as Earned Value. The
essential element of this type of analysis is the measurement of
work performed in terms of the budget planned for that work;
i.e., the evaluation of the work that was accomplished. This
data element is most often referred to as the "Budgeted Cost of
Work Performed (BCWP);" however, it is sometimes referred to as
"Planned Value of Work Accomplished (PVWA)" or simply "Earned
Value (EV)." It should be noted that an Earned Value Analysis
can also provide insight into the contractor's schedule
performance.
Before getting into a discussion of the mechanics of
Earned Value Analysis, it might be appropriate to discuss briefly
how such an analysis is obtained; i.e., where the data comes from
and who performs the analysis. The vast majority of the Earned
Value Analyses of contract efforts performed to date have been
made by contractors in compliance with contract requirements. On
large R&D contracts the DOD and DOE receive standard reports from
contractors reflecting the results of such analyses. The
submittal of these reports is only part of the effort required of
DOD and DOE major R&D contractors to meet the requirements of a
comprehensive specification of criteria for a cost/schedule
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control system to be used by the contractor during the period of
contract performance. These criteria require a contractor to use
a comprehensive Performance Measurement System (PMS) including
- Earned Value Analyses at a very low level, viz, for each cost
account.
NASA does not have a requirement pertaining to Earned
Value Analysis comparable to the DOD and DOE requirements.
However, NASA does have a monthly Contractor Financial Managemen t
Performance Analysis Report, Form 533P, which reflects certain
earned value type data. In accordance with NMI 9501.1D, dated
November 9, 1983, this report is required on all NASA cost-type
(as well as price-redetermination and fixed-price incentive) R&D
flight hardware contracts with a value of at least $25 million
and a period of performance of at least 1 year. Its use on other
contracts is strictly optional. In recent years, LaRC has
required many major R&D contractors to submit this report or an
equivalent report on a regular basis. In addition, in a limited
number of cases LaRC projects have either required contractors to
provide an earned value type report for a selected area(s) of
their contract effort or performed independent earned value
analyses. Some of the techniques which have been or can be
employed, and the resultant reports, are discussed in the
remainder of this section.
The term BCWP has been defined above. The difference
between BCWP and the Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP)
represents the Cost Variance (CV), which indicates whether the
work that was actually performed cost more or less than it was
planned to cost.
As mentioned above, an Earned Value Analysis also
produces a measurement of schedule performance, Schedule Variance
(SV), which is expressed in terms of dollars. The SV is the
difference between the BCWP and the Budgeted Cost for Work
Scheduled (BCWS); the latter equals the dollar amount in the
time-phased performance measurement baseline plan from the start
of the work effort to the date when the measurement is made. SV
indicates whether more or less work was done than was scheduled
to be done. Figure 4-F.13 contains a concise summary of earned
value terminology. An example of the possible interpretations of
the above two types of variances, viz, CV and SV, is shown in
Figure 4-F.14. Using the above identified data elements, it is
possible to quantify a number of different relationships which
can be useful in analyzing contractor performance and forecasting
future performance. First, the percentage relationships of the
variances can be determined. Cost and schedule performance can
also be expressed by an index or performance factor, usually
referred to as a CPI and SPI. It is usually appropriate to show
cumulative as well as "by period" data on a graph of CPI or SPI
data. Figure 4-F.15 illustrates the relationship of the
cumulative and "by period" CPI for the same set of data. It is
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EARNEDVALUELANGUAGE
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ELEMENT TERM ACRONYM
WORKPLANNED BUDGETEDCOSTFORWORKSCtlEDULED BCWS
WORKACCOMPLISHED/EAttNEDBUDGETEDCOSTFORWORKPERFORMED BCWP
VALUE
COSTOFWORKACCOMPLISHEDACTUALCOSTOFWORKPERFORMED ACWP
WORKAUTHORIZED BUDGETEDCOSTATCOMPLETION BACLPI
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ESTIMATEOFFINALCOST ESTIMATEDCOSTATCOMPLETION EAC
COSTVARIANCE COSTVARIANCE{BCWPMINUSACWP). CV
SCHEDULEVARIANCE SCIIEDULEVARIANCE(13CWPMINUSBCWS) .SV
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ATCOMPLETIONVARIANCE ATCOMPLETIONVARIANCE(BACMINUSEAC} ACV
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Figure 4-F. 13
A. INTERPRETATION OF COST AND SCHEDULE VARIANCES
COST SCHEDULE
BC1NS BCWP ACWP. VARIANCE VARIANCE DESCRIPTION
$;1 $1 $1 $0 $0 On Schedule On Cost
$;2 $2 '$;1 $1 $0 ()n Schedule Under Cost
$;| $;I $2 ($1) $0 On Schedule Over Cost
$1 $2 $2 $0 $1 Ahead of Schedule On Cost
$1 $2 $3 ($1) $1 Ahead of Schedule Over Cost
$1 $2 $1 $1 $1 Ahead of Schedule Under Cost
$3 $"2 $1 $1 ($1} Behind Schedule Under Cost '
.$2 $;1 $3 ($2) ($1) BehindSchedule Over Cost
$2 $1 $1 $0 ($1) BehindSchedule On Cost
CostVariance ='BCWP- ACWP
ScheduleVarienc_ '=BCWP- BCWS
B. INTERPRETATION OF AT COMPLETION VARIANCES
AT COMPLETION
BAC EAC VARIANCE DESCRIPTION
$1 $1 $0 ForecastOn Cost
$2 $1 $1 Forecast Under Cost
$1 $2 ($1) ForecastOver Cost
At Completion Variance= BAC - EAC
EARNED VALUE DATA ELEMENTS INTERPRETATION
Fi gure 4- F. 14
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also possible to identify relationships which relate to the best
estimate which can currently be made as to the total costs at
completion. Figure 4-F.16 contains a summary of these relational
data elements. Figure 4-F.17 contains a graphic presentation of
the basic earned value variances.
" Figures 4-F.18a and 4-F.18b contain examples of several
different types of earned value calculations over a period of
time. Figures 4-F.19a and 4-F.19b show some of the relationships
of these data in graphic form. With reference to Figure 4-F.19a,
the TCPI, which is the rate of efficiency necessary on the work
remaining in order to meet the Estimate at Completion, is of
course directly affected by that data element. In this case it
is assumed that the Contractor has held to an EAC of 800 in spite
of his performance during the six periods. The upward slope of
the TCPI curve is due to the continued low rate of cost
performance and the decreased opportunity recover from the
negative cost experience. The data in Figure 4-F.18a provides
strong prima facie evidence that the Contractor's is not
realistic. It should be noted that all of the above calculations
can be made by the Contractor; it is recommended that strong
consideration be given to this option.
The IEAC in Figure 4-18a reflects the most elementary
version of the EAC projection using the premise that all
remaining work will be performed at the same rate of efficiency
as has been experienced to date. It should be noted that this
calculation can be modified to permit the use of a different rate
of efficiency for the remaining work. One modification which is
frequently used substitutes the Cost Performance Index (CPI) for
the last 5 months for the CPI for the entire period to date, thus
eliminating earlier performance as a factor in estimating future
costs while emphasizing recent experience as a prognostic factor.
The formula for this method of calculating an IEAC is shown
below. An example of this calculation is shown in
Figure 4-F.18b.
IEAC = A+ 1 X (BAC-EV)T AVERAGE CPI
FOR LAST 5 MONTHS
More sophisticated formulae for determining an IEAC have
been developed in recent years including some which reflect
schedule performance as well as cost performance. Information on
additional techniques can be obtained from either the Defense
" Systems Management College, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, or the Air
Force Institute of Technology, WPAFB, Dayton, Ohio. Both of
these organizations offer courses on C/SCSC which go into
considerable detail regarding techniques for analyzing contractor
performance measurement system data.
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BASIC EARNEDVALUECALCULATIONS
,/
ASSUMPTION: Contractor'sBudget at Completion (BAC) = 800 for Periods 1Thru 6
TIME PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6
Actual Costs ' ' .....
(ACWP)or (A) o
For Period 100 90 80 70 60 50
Cumulative 100 190 270 340 400 "450
A/BAC .125 .238 .338 .425 .500 .563
EV (BCWP)
For Period 80 70 60 50 40 30
Cumulative 80 150 210 260 , 300 330
EV/BAC .100 .188 .263 .325 .375 .413
CPI (EV _ Actual)
For Period .800 .778 .750 .714 .667 .600
Cumulative .800 .790 .778 .765 .750 .733
TCPI 1.029 1.066 1.113 1.174 1.250 1.343
IEAC I000 1013 1024 1045 1067 1091
1. EV = BCWP= EARNEDVALUE= BUDGETEDCOSTOF WORKPERFORMED
2. CPI = COSTPERFORMANCEINDEX
3. TCPI = (BAC - EV) - (EAC-A) = TO COMPLETEPERFORMANCEINDEX= VERIFICATION INDEX
I
4. IE#,C= INDEPENDENTEAC = A 4- (c--T_-X BAC - EV)
NOTE: ALL RATIOS SHOULDBE ROU_IDEDTO THE ,_IEARESTHOUSANDTII.
Figure4-F.18a
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EACCALCULATIOtLEMPHASIZINGRECENTCOSTPERFORMANCE
(ALL UNITS OTHERTHANCPI AREX DOLLARSUNLESSOTHERWISEIDENTIFIED)
,J
Assumptions with reference to Figure 6-F.18a
I. Present date is the end of Period 6
•, , .
..
21 Each period is 5 months long
3. Applicable Period 6 data:
ACTUAL(cumulative) 450
AVERCPI (last 5 months) .600
EV (cumulative) 330
BAC 800
CALCULATION:
i x - EV)IEACr = A + AVER. CPI FORLAST
5 MONTHS
!
I
IEACr = 450 + ._ X (800 - 330)
IEACr = 450 + 783 = 1233
Figure 4-F.18b
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The Analyst, in concert with the TRCO, should consider
whether an Earned Value Analysis of contractor cost performance
will be made by NASA personnel, either in lieu of, or in addition
to, such an analysis by the Contractor. If the decision is made
for NASA personnel to do an Earned Value Analysis a number of
ancillary decisions must be made. Major factors to be considered
include the quality and type of data which is available, the
amount of dollars at risk, the level of confidence in the
contractorPs financial reports, and the amount and types of
involvement which would be required on the part of the Analyst
and other NASA personnel.
Several types of Earned Value Analyses have been used on
LaRC projects. One method is based on the number of equivalent
units which have been completed. By this method the earned value
at any point in time is equal to the number of equivalent units
completed multiplied by the dollar value of one equivalent unit
(total cost divided by the total number of equivalent units).
This method is inappropriate unless at least several units are
involved and the design phase is completed. It is not a truly
objective method, however, since the determination of equivalent
units completed involves a subjective evaluation. A second
method which has been used is based on the assignment of values
to key milestones. By this method, the earned value at any point
in time is equal to the sum of the assigned values for all of the
key milestones which have been completed. The results obtained
by this method improve significantly when a minimum of several
key milestones are selected for each (usually monthly) period. A
third method which has been used is based on a subjective
evaluation of the percentage of work which has been accomplished
in each subdivision of work in the WBS. The earned value is the
product of this percentage and the Budget At Completion (BAC) for
the particular subdivision(s) of work. GSFC has had good results
using a relatively simple form of Earned Value Analysis that is
based strictly on the number of activities in the baseline plan
which have been completed compared to the number of activities in
the baseline plan which were planned to be completed. According
to this technique, at any point in time the earned value is equal
to the product of (i) the number of completed activities divided
by the number of planned activities, and (2) the dollar value in
the baseline plan at that point in time. A very large number of
activities must be used for each period to offset the potential
distortion of this method of determining earned value due to the
fact that the same credit is given for each activity that has
been completed even though the true dollar value of activities
varies considerably.
The above methods require a schedule baseline and
corresponding cost baseline as well as valid status information.
Both the schedule and cost baselines must be maintained in order
to obtain valid results using these or any other earned value
system. It should be noted that the above methods produce better
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data on a cumulative basis as the effort progresses since there
will be more data points in the calculation of earned value.
From a theoretical standpoint these methods of
determining earned value cannot produce results as good as a
contractor can provide regarding his own efforts, assuming he
uses a system which meets the criteria of the DOD C/SCSC, as that
specification calls for the contractor's use of the most
appropriate of six methods for determining earned value for each
cost account as well as many other requirements to ensure that
the contractor's system is effective. However, each of the above
methods is capable of providing a reasonably objective indicator
of earned value. Even if the Contractor is providing earned
value data it might be worthwhile to use such a technique as a
form of check on the contractor's system.
Contract Analysis Reports
The Analyst, in concert with the TRCO, should determine
the content and format of the reports which are to be prepared
regularly to reflect the financial status and outlook of any
major contracts. It is recommended that consideration be given
to requiring the Contractor to prepare and submit as many of the
financial management reports, including earned value reports, as
possible, which the Project Manager feels the project should have
as this is usually the most cost effective means of obtaining
such data and fosters effective communications between LaRC and
Contractor personnel• Of course it is unlikely that a Contractor
will disclose everything he knows about his financial status and
outlook on a particular contractual effort. His goals and
interests are very different from those of NASA, and he will most
likely from time to time prefer to keep certain information
"under wraps•" The Analyst should be aware of the types of
manipulations which are sometimes made in this regard. Figure
4-F.20 contains a summary of the principal types of these "gaming
techniques" and the effects of their use.
Figure 4-F.21 identifies the types of cost variances
that are most often experienced and the most frequently
encountered causes of variances. Figure 4-F.22 lists examples of
comments sometimes used in reports which miss the mark as far as
explaining what really caused a particular variance.
Figures 4-F.4, 4-F.19a, and 4-F.23 through 4-F.33
contain either examples of or guidelines for the preparation of
earned value data analysis reports which are used by GSFC.
Typically, GSFC requires major contractors to submit most of
• these reports in response to contractual reporting requirements.
Figure 4-F.29 contains the variance thresholds to be
used by contractors in order to meet the requirements of GSFC's
PMS. It should be noted that two sets of thresholds are
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GAMING TECHNIQUES
COSTACCOUNTLEVELPLANNING
CHARACTERISTICS IMPEDIMENTS
I, "FRONTLOADING" EARLYFAVORABLE
COSTVARIANCE
VARIANCEREPORTING
& TRENOANALYSIS
Z, "ENDLOADING" EARLYUNFAVORABLE
COSTVARIANCE
3, "SURFIN_..__._G" BUDGETADVANCEDFROM FREEZEOFAMOUNTS
FORWARDTIMEPERIODS BYROLLINGWAVE
BEHINDSCHEDVARTREND
4. "SNOWPLOWING" SHIFTINGBUDGETFROM REPHASINGCONSTRAINTSNEAR.TOFA'R-TIME PLUSPOSSIBLELOSSOF
PERI00S DOWNSTREAMBUDGET
" 5. "RATEMANIPULATION'° FREQUENTCHANGES RATEVARREPORTING
TODIRECTLAI]ORRATES DOLLARBUDGETING
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GAMINGTECHNIQUES(CONT'D)
i
_IAME B_.AS_IG_F_FECIZRES_
I, LEVELOFEFFORTFRONTENDLOADED RESULTSINFAVORABLECOSTVARIANCESIVITHNO
(TASKNOTWORKED) SCHEDULEVARIAPICES,GIVESAPPEARANCEOF
PROGRAMPROGRESS
2, 50150TECHI_IQUE. RESULTSINEARNEDVALUE(BCWP)FORLITTLEOR
(F_OCOHTROLN"ADVANCECREDIT") NOEXPENDITUREOFRESOURCES(AC_.IP),DEVELOPS
FAVORABLECOSTANDSCHEDULEVARIANCES
3, BOOKIHGLAG GENERATESFAVORABLECOSTVARIANCESDURING
(ACCRUE._CWPFORMATERIALWITHOUT PERIODOF"BOOKING-LAG"
REFORTIHGCOSTS((ACIIP))DURINGSAME
PERIOD)
4. OVERHEAD(INDIRECTCOSTS)RATEMANIPU- RESULTSINEARNEDVALUE(BCWP)ATHIGI-!ER
LATIOPI :VALUETHANREFLECTEDINI_CWS,DEVELOPS
(USEOFDIFFERENTRATESFORINDIRECT FAVORABLECOST/SCHEDULEVARIANCES,
COSTSCOHTAIHEDIP,!BCIISANDBCWP)
5, P,=A SY!IDROMEFORCOST YPESUBCON- DEVELOPSFAVORABLESCHEDULEVARIANCESA SUB-
TRACTORS CONTRACTORSPENDS,ACCRUESLOTSOFPERFOR-
(SETTI;!GBCWPEQUALTOINVOICEAMOUNT MANCE(BCI,!P)ASSUBCONTRACTORSPENDS,DISTORTS
(AC_'IP)), PROGRAMPROGRESSUNTILEVELINGOFBCI_P(_IHICH
ISTOTALWHENSUBCONTRACTOR"SPENDS"ALL
BUDGET).
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ANALYSIS OF COST VARIANCES
_ I IIII II I
COST
PRICE VARIANCE
MATE_I_L -_ .
,, n ---USAGE VARIANCE
_RATE VARIANCE
• PRICE VARIANCE
OVERHEAD<.
• EFFICIENCYVARIANCE
VOLUMEVARIANCE
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ANALYSISOF COST VARIANCES
(CONT'D)
I I i ii i I Hi I
0
IDENTIFY CAUSES/
• ESTIMATING ERRORS • ECONOMIC/INFLATION
• TECHNICAL PROBLEMS • ACTS OF GOD
DESIGN • CHANGING BUSINESS
CONSTRUCTION BASE
_, - • VENDORS/
, CHANGING CONDITIONS SUBCONTRACTORS
• MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
PERSONNEL
LABOR
ORGANIZATION
=:
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• EXAMPLES OF POOR CAUSE OF
. VARIANCE CONDITION .
t
o THISCOSTACCOUNTIS OVERRUNBECAUSEI SPENTMORETHAN I HAD
PLANNED,
o ! AM OVERRUN BECAUSE ENGINEERING CHARGED MORE HOURSTHAN
THEY HAD AGREED,
• I AM OVERRUNBECAUSEI WORKEDLONGERTHAN I PLANNEDTO.
o ! USEDMORECOMPUTERTIME THAN I PLANNED.
O_
• ! AM BEHINDSCHEDULEBECAUSEITTOOKLONGERTHAN I THOUGHT,
EXAMPLES OF POOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
o NONEREQUIRED,
I PLAN TO WORK HARDER.
o I SHOULDBE ABLETO MAKEUPTHE OVERRUNDOWNSTREAM.
Ftgure 4-F,22
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT STATUS REPORT
PRODLE_J ANALYSIS
m
CONTRACTORLoOATION .... {CaNTRA CT'TYPEINO. I lJPnOenAU liAME INUM OER= ,' jnEPORTj PERiCDIi i.i i i i i i
EVALUATION
Part I - Total Contract: Provide a s_ary analysis identifying significant problems affecting
perfor_nnce. Indicate correctlve actions required, IncIudlng Odvernment action were
spplicabIe.
Parr 2 - Cost and Schedule Variances: Explaln all variances which exceed specified variance thresholds,
_×planations of variances mdst clearly identify the nature of the problem, the reasons fori
cost or schedule variance, impact on tileimmediate task, Impact on the total program, and the
corrective action taken. Explanations of cost varlnnces should identify amounts attributable
to rate changes separately from amounts applicable to manhours used; amounts attributable to
material price changes separately from amounts applicable to material usage; and amounts
attributable to overhead rate changes from amounts applicable to overhead base changes and
amounts applicable to changes in the overhead allocation basis.
Wlthln this action, the following specific variances must be explained: .
a. Schedule variances (Budgeted Cost for Work Scheduled vs. Budgeted Cost for Work
Performed)
b. Cost variances (Budgeted Cost for Work Performed vs. Actual Cost of Work
Performed)
c. Cost variances at completion (Budgeted _t Completion vs. Latest Revised Estimate
at Complettion)
[art 3 - Other Analyslsz In addition to the variance explanations abovep the following analyses are
mandatory:
a. Identify the effort tQ which the undistributed budget applies.
b. Identify the amount of management reserve appliedduringthereportingperlod,theWBS
elements to which applled, and the reasons,for appllcatlon.
c. Explain reasons for significant shifto in tlme-phasing of the PH Baseline.
d. Explain signJflpant changes In total man-months at completlon.
e. Explain reasons for elgniflcant shifts in tlme-phaslng of planned or actual
manpower.
Figure 4-F.23
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coNTRAcTOR1{oudin! Space PERFORMANCE MEAuREMENT sTATus REPORT O,QNATU.E.TITLEA DAn
Co_pany WORKBREAKDOWNSTRUCTURE Avery T. Fine
LOCATION Utopia,Calif. CONTRACT _@EIHo. PROGRAM NAL_EINO. REPORTPERIOD: ProgramManagerCPAF/22222 iI,IAFUL 3/31/83
:L ,i,J , •
CONTRACT DATA
ORIGINAL. NEGOTIATED CURRENT EBl_[MATI2'D COST OF CONTRACT
AUTHORIZED
CONTRACT COOT CONTRACT CHAHQE_ CONTRACT COST UNPRIGED WORK BUDGET BA8E
.,. -. , ,. ,, J , i. i • •
26060 $2,000. $28,060 $500 2B,560
CURRENT MONTH PERFORMANCE DATA
CURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE TO DATE AT COMPLETION
WORK BREAKDOWN .................
8TRUCTURE _ cost XCTU_L vAnu,nc_ _ cocr Acn.u,t. v_u,,_E LATE_CO_T C03T
ITEM wo_, { wor_ I WOnK' WOr'_ woru,: wor,_ IX.JDGE1T:D_ v._._K_E
,, . , . _ .:
(11 (]) (.W (4) (5], (6) (7J (8) (9) (10) I11 , II1) (1,1) 114)
1.0 ProjectHgmt 83.0 83.0 55.0 -0- 28 "1500 1500 i000 -0- 500 3000 3000 -0-
2.0 Systems Eng. -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 2000 2000 2300 -0- (300) 2000 2000 -0-
3.0 Spacecraft ".I000 900 I000 (I00) (iOO) 6000 5500 5800 (500) (300) 12000 12300 (300)
Go 4.0 Quality Control 50 50 25 -0- 25 300 300 150 -0- 150 "1200 1200 -0-
5.0 Flight Support 60.0 55.0 65.0 (5) (i0) 1200 II00 1300 (I00) (200} 20.00 2000 -0-I
F4ulp.
6.0 Observatory_T 12.5 12.5 12.5 -0-" -0- 225 225 225 -0- -0- 2000 2000 -0-
7.0 MissionOps 8.3 8.3 8.3 -0- -0- 150 150 150 -0- -0- 1000I000 -0-
Total 1213.8 1108.8 1165.8 (105) (57) 11375 10775 10925 (600) (150)23200 23500 (300)
I COBTOF MONEY 18.2 16.6 17.5 (1.6) (.9) 170.6 161.6 163.9 (9) (2.3) "348 352 (4)
, , -- . ,,
GENERAL AND ADMIN 194.2 [177.6 186.5 (16.8) (9.1) 820 17J'4: 748 (96) (24) 3712 3760 48
818 TOTAL 1426.2 1303 1369.P(123.4) (67) 13366 12630 12837 (705) (176.31 2776C 28112 (352)
TOTAL 1426.2 1303 1369.8(123.4) (67} 13366 12630 12837 (705) (176.3 28560 28912 (3521
• . A .......
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VARIANCEANALYSISTHRESHOLDS
THRESHOLDVALUESAT THE COSTACCOUNTLEVEL: .
MINIMUM COST* SCHEDULE**
VALUE -% +% -% +%
e,
CURRENTFIONTH
ENGINEERINGLABOR 100 HRS -15 20 15 20
HANUFACTURINGLABOR 250 HRS 15 20 15 20
PRODUCTIONMATERIAL $2,500 15 20 15 20
TOOLINGMATERIAL $1,200 15 20 15 20
SUBCONTRACTORS
CUM TO DATE
ENGINEERINGLABOR 250 HRS 10 15 10 15
MAI_UFACTURINGLABOR 500 HRS 10 15 10 15
_ PRODUCTIONMATERIAL $5,000 10 15 10 15
TOOLINGHATERIAL $2,500 10 15 10 .15
SUBCONTRACTORS
AT COMPLETION °
ENGINEERINGLABOR 250 HRS 10 10
FIANUFACTURINGLABOR 500 IIRS 10 10
PRODUCTIONMATERIAL $5,000 10 10
TOOLIf.IGMATERIAL $2,500 10 10
SUBCONTRACTORS
a
BCWP- ACWP BC_/P- BC£1S
* % = BCVIP ** % = BCWS
Figure4-F.2g
VARIANCEANALYSISTHRESHOLDSCONT'D
THRESHOLDVALUESAT THE REPORTINGLEVELSOF THE WBS"
FAVORABLE UNFAVORABLE MINIMUMVALUES
CURRENTMONTH $20,000or 15% ($10,000)or (15%) $ 5,000
_IHICHEVERIS WHICHEVERIS
GREATER GREATER
CUBTO DATE $100,000or 10% ($50,000)or (10%) $25,000
WHICHEVERIS WHICHEVERIS
LESS LESS
AT COMPLETION $200,000 ($100,000)
m
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VARIANCEANALYSISREPORT- GUIDELINESFORNARRATIVE
CAUSEOFTHEPROBLEM
o DISCUSSCVANDSVSEPARATELY
o CLEARLYIDEfITIFYTHEREASONFORTHEVARIANCE'
o ISOLATESIGNIFICANTLABORRATEVARIANCES '
o EMPHASISONTHEQUANTITATIVENOTQUALITATIVE
. ENPHASISONTHESPECIFICNOTTHEGENERAL
o ENPHASISONSIGNIFICANTPROBLEMSNOTALLPROBLEMS
IMPACTONPROJECT
o DESCRIBESPECIFICCOST,SCHEDULE,ANDTECHNICALIMPACTONTHEPROJECT
o ADDRESSINTERMEDIATESCHEDULES
o DESCRIBEIMPACTONOTHERCOSTACCOUNTS/WORKAGREEMENTS
' e ASSESSTHENEEDTOREVISETHEEAC
CORRECTIVEACTIONPLANNINB
o DESCRIBESPECIFICACTIONSBEINGTAKENORTOBETAKENTO
ALLEVIATEORMINIMIZETHEIMPACTOFTHEPROBLEM
o INCLUDETIIEINDIVIDUALORORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLEFORTHE
REQUIREDACTION
o INCLUDESCHEDULESFORTHEACTIONSANDGETWELLDATES
o IF NOCORRECTIVEACTIONIS POSSIBLE,XPLAINWHY .
e INCLUDERESULTSOFCORRECTIVEACTIONPLANSIN PREVIOUS
VAR'S
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Schedule Performance
e Schedule efficiencycontinuesat a 77% rate.
e This is lower than the program average(84%) and will begln to impact estimates
at completionif not improved.
Cost Performance
• While tho plan vs. aolual overrun lhro_IghJanuary is only 8%, the cost performance
index remains at ,71 due to late scheduleoccomplishment,
• Cost performance indicatorswill de_llne during February and March (Based on
current scheduleaccomplishment).
Bottom Llne
e Schedule performancewlll become a cost driver. Manpower levels will have to be
, held hlghe_ than th8 plan i_ Bcheduls is to be maln_alned.
, , , , .......... . , , -- .
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speci[ied. One set applies to the cost account level, the other
to the level of the CWBS at which reporting to NASA/GSFC is
required. The use of these two sets of thresholds reflects the
recognition by GSFC of a principle of contract cost management
which warrants specific mention, namely, that the level at which
resources status/plans/problems are reported to a customer should
not be at the same level; i.e., at as low a level as the level
normally addressed to maintain internal control of the
contractual effort. Violation of this principle often results in
disruption of the contractor's normal management process and
excessive, non-constructive exchanges between NASA and contractor
personnel. Figure 4-F.29 illustrates several characteristics of
the thresholds typically used for variance reporting, viz, (i) a
combination of dollar and percentage amounts, as well as a
minimum dollar amount, apply to the cost and schedule variances,
and these amounts are not necessarily the same for the current
period vis-a-vis the period from start to current date; (2) a
separate threshold for variance at completion is specified; and
(3) the thresholds for favorable (positive) and unfavorable
(negative) variances often differ. Other elements, such as time
period, are also used to define variance thresholds. Figure
4-F.30 contains a summary of GSFC's guidelines for contractor
preparation of narrative reports on cost or schedule variances.
Figure 4-F.31 shows the status of management reserve and
the cost variance (derived from an Earned Value Assessment) on
the same time scale. Notice that the negative cost variance
decreased; this occurs when the earned value for a period exceeds
the actual cost. Re-baselining, with the application of
management reserve, also has the effect of decreasing a negative
cost variance. Also notice that management reserve can increase;
e.g., when the work in a subarea is completed with less cost than
the budgeted amount.
Figures 4-F.32 and 4-F.33 show two reports which have
been prepared by GSFC personnel for use in Project and
Directorate level reviews.
Figure 4-F.34 shows the format for a summary level
report reflecting the Contractor's and NASA's EAC for a contract
effort, compared with the contract value. Note that this report
includes data regarding cost offsets, cost concerns, and
management reserve.
It is likely that the format of one or more of the
reports to be prepared periodically by the Analyst will change
during the life of a project. However, the Analyst should make
an effort to maintain as much standardization as possible as this
gives continuity to the reports and usually results in better
historical records.
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NASI-XXXXXCOSTSTATUSSUFIrN_RY
PERIODENDING(Et,IDOF CO_ITRACTOR'SACCOUNTINGt_ONTH)
(ALL$ AMOUNTSARE EXPRESSED,INO00'SAND REFLECTTOTALCOST) _
CONTRACTOR533REPORT IIASASSESSI4ErJT
ACTUALCOSTSTO DATE SXXXX
REF_ININGCONTRACTBASELINE XXXX
IIITHINCOIITRACTVALUE
CONTRACTVALU.E • SXXXX SXXXX SXXXX $XXXX
CURREI_TI:!AfIAGEI,IE_TRES RVE (XXXX)_ (XXXX)
CURREI_TCONTRACTORPLAI_,WITHOUTUSE OF SXXXX SXXXX!
CURREflTI._ANAGEI.IENTRESERVE
CURRENTCOSTCONCERNS/OFFSETS2
COSTCOI_CERtIS
IDENTIFYINGNO. AND/ORDESCRIP. ($XX) ($XX)
IDE_ITIFYI!IGrlO.AND/ORDESCRIP. ( XX) _ XX)
-,, IDENTIFYINGNO. AND/ORDESCRIP. (XX)
'_ TOTALCOSTCONCERNS ($R'x'XT ($-R_X]"
COSTOFFSETS
IDENTIFYINGNO.ArID/ORDESCRIP. SXX SXX
TOTALCOSTOFFSETS "-_ XX
IIETAI.IOUNT ($XX) ($XX)
ESTIFIATEAT COMPLETION SXXXX }XXXX
UIIErlCUHBEREDIaANAGEI,IENTR SERVEOR
-_ (POTE_ITIALCO_ITRACTOVERRUN) SXX
tlOTES:
I. SAHEAr4OUNTAS REPORTEDBY CONTRACTOR.
2. GE{IERALLYII41TEDTO ITEt,IS:-$50K.
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V. ADM IN [STRAT [VE FUNCTIONS
A. Purchase Requests (PR's)
The proper title of the document commonly referred to as
a "PR" is Purchase Request/Purchase Order (NASA LaRC Form 125,
Revised 2/82 Change No. 4). This form is used for procuring
goods and services from commercial sources. It is also necessary
for certain types of special transactions, including the
suballotment of funds to other NASA Centers. Instructions for
preparing and processing the PR form are contained in LHB 5000.2,
"Basic Guide for Acquisition." Questions regarding the proper
use of this form should be addressed to FACS, FMD.
As a general rule the Analyst reviews each PR which goes
into the system that involves funds of the project he or she is
supporting. The purpose of this review is two-fold. First, to
insure that the Program Code and JO shown on the form are
correct. This is important to avoid subsequent delay in
processing and also to make sure that the financial transactions
against the PR are entered into the system under the proper code
in accordance with the numbering system the project is using to
plan/control/record its financial transactions. Second, the
Analyst confirms that the PR applies to goods or services which
are reflected in the Project's Baseline Plan. If this is not the
case the Analyst should discuss the matter with the Project
Manager. In most cases Analysts have found it desirable to
establish some type of control in the system to prevent PR's from
being processed without his or her review and the approval of the
Project Manager. Figure 5-A.I contains an example of a 2-Way
Memo which was prepared for this purpose.
The above-cited LHB addresses the subject of walkthrough
PR's. As stated therein, the use of this procedure should be
restricted to those cases in which such attention is absolutely
necessary. The Analyst should work out guide'lines on this
subject with the Project Manager so as to control the use of this
process and also to establish an understanding as to the role of
the Analyst and other project personnel when PR's are to be
walked through.
B. Job Orders (JO's)
jOts are the lowest level of accounting in the LaRC
system. In an accounting sense they are detailed cost accounts
within the lowest level of the Agency-Wide Coding Structure
(AWCS). JO'S can be used to segregate financial data below the
RTR level; i.e., the nine-digit level of the AWCS. Some of the
standard LaRC financial (RMS) reports are structured by JO. In
addition, special reports can be generated using the JO-oriented
data in the RMS system.
8O
UNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENT
INSTRUCTIONS
2- O SENDER(O_ginatorof message):
Usebrief, informalanguage.
Conservespace.
Sub,t:hJthorizedSignatureon ProjectXYZ-FundedPurchase Forwardodginelandonecopy.
Requests RECEIVER(Replier to mess_):
Reply belowthe message,keep one
copy.mtumonecopy.
_ OFMES,.qAGE ROUTINGSYMBOL
To :380/PropertyManagementBranch,MSD
6/23/83 158
S,I_.._TURE OFOq_I_TOR
TITLE _ O_I_TOR
ProgramAnalyst
R_ R_
MES._
It is requestedthat PurchaseRequestsunderthe ProjectXYZ ProgramCode534-01-13
not be processedwithoutthe signatureof (Nameof Analyst),ProgramAnalystfor the
XYZproject.
The onlyexceptionis RTR 534-01-13-38for ABC which is underour RTOPbut is not
consideredpartof the XYZ Programand thereforedoesnot requiremy signature. PR's
over $10Kwhichcite ABC funds shouldbe sent to.(Nameof CognizantPRD Analyst)
r,_104,for approval.ABC fundsare controlledby the StructuresDirectoraterather
than the ProjectsDirectorate.
Pleasesend onlythosePurchaseRequestswhichcite XYZfundsand do not havemy
authorizedsignatureto (Nameof Analyst),MS 158. Head_PSB will be my alternate
when I am not available.
Ifyou haveany questions,pleasecallme. cc: 104/PRDP_alyst 135/FACS,FMD
(Nameof Analyst),ext. 1234 124/Head,PSB 158/XYZStdff
REP_
DATEOF REPLY ROUTINGSYMBOL
SIGNATUREOF REPLIFRFrom :
TITLEOF REPLIER
O_PTIONAL FORM 27 (Rev. 7-81)
1. RETAINED BY ADDRESSEE G._ FP_R(41OFR)I01-11.6
I_ISN 7540-00-082-2447
Figure5-A.1
B_
LMI 9100.1 contains instructions for the use of JO's.
Questions or problems should be addressed to FACS, FMD.
C. Special Accounts
At the present time two special accounts are being used
at LaRC which affect the Analyst, one is for ACD computer usage
and the other is for fab work. These accounts are administered
by SPAS of ACD and RCO of FD, respectively. Questions regarding
requirements and procedures relative to these two accounts should
be addressed to the appropriate organization.
Once each year budgets are established for both the
computer and fab accounts by RTR. The Analyst normally provides
the input for these budget baselines in response to informal
"Calls" from the above organizations. The Analyst should provide
accurate input for both computer usage and fab as these data are
used for Center-wide planning.
In the case of fab work, the need for accurate
accounting is especially important as this work is charged
directly to the RTR which has been used to identify the work and
work cannot be performed unless a budget exists under that RTR.
The dollar charge for fab work is the same irrespective of
whether the work is performed "in house" by civil service
personnel or "out-of-house" on contract. The hourly rate, which
is currently $14.00, is subject to change. During the year the
Analyst should monitor fab activity against the RTR budgets to
ensure that the charges are consistent with the project's plan
and to see that appropriate budget balances are maintained. If
necessary, additional amounts should be added to the original
budgets in a timely manner to prevent unnecessary work and/or
delays.
The Analyst should comply with any instructions or
guidelines issued by PRD regarding the computer or fab accounts.
D. Record Keeping
The Analyst is responsible for seeing that a record of
the Project's financial transactions, status, and periodic and
special reports is maintained and readily accessible. This is
not meant to imply that the Analyst must maintain duplicate
records of documents elsewhere in the official Project or LaRC
system; e.g., LaRC RMS reports.
The Analyst normally finds it necessary to maintain
personally certain files in order to have immediate access.
These "working files" typically include: (i) a delineation of
the project WBS, indicating the names of responsible individuals;
(2) PR's; (3) JO's; (4) RTOP's and RTR's; (5) POP's;
(6) COP's; (7) Special Accounts; (8) Contractor Financial
Management Reports; (9) Recurrent Project Resources Status
Reports prepared by the Analyst; (i0) MICS reports;
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(i0) MICS reports; (ii) Recurrent reports prepared for the LaRC
Director; and (12) Special Reports; e.g., Joint Assessments of
Contractor Performance or Cost Concern/Cost Offset Reports.
One area of record keeping that is often overlooked is
the overall project financial history. Understandably, a
Project's emphasis is typically placed on dealing with immediate
or short-term financial problems, and, consequently, the overall
changes in plan are often not well documented. The key documents
for maintaining a good historical record are: RTOP's, POP's,
MICS reports, and the Analyst's Project Resources Status Reports.
The Analyst's narrative comments and/or tabular data addressing
changes in RTOP's or POP's versus previous submittals and
recurrent reports showing the status of Management Reserve and
Cost Concern/Cost Offsets are especially valuable for historical
purposes. Reports showing contract cost status, such as the
report in Figure 4-F.34, are also very good for maintaining a
cost history.
In summary, the Analyst should make sure that he or she
has ready access to the necessary documents, reports, and data to
meet any and all requirements in a timely manner. In some cases
this requires the preparation of special reports by the Analyst.
Reports containing the project's cost history should be prepared
and placed in the official project files.
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VI. REPORTING FUNCTIONS
A. Program Operating Plan (POP)
The POP is a financial planning document required by
NASA Headquarters comprised of time-phased estimates of the
obligations and costs on a certain subprogram or RTOP. The POP
provides NASA Headquarters important data for several purposes
including: (i) a budget performance baseline for monitoring
progress during the year, (2) data for consideration of possible
reprogramming; i.e., the redistribution of funds among the
subprograms and RTOP's, and (3) the timing of the funds
authorization. The specific requirements of a given POP vary in
accordance with the cognizant Headquarters office which requires
the submittal. As a general rule, detail by month is required
for the next several months as well as detail by quarter for the
ensuing periods. OAST does not normally require data for the
out-years; i.e., beyond the next fiscal year, whereas OSSA
requires data for all remaining years of a project. Normally,
POP's are required twice each fiscal year.
The cognizant NASA Headquarters office issues a POP Call
to each Center specifying what information must be submitted and
the format of the report. It also contains the funding
guidelines, by AWCS, for each effort considered to be part of the
"official" programs; i.e., those having the support of
Headquarters. The R&D Branch of PRD issues an LaRC Call
providing detailed instructions for preparation of the POP as
well as a schedule for submittals and reviews.
The Analyst should prepare for the POP prior to receipt
of the Call. Data should be prepared at an appropriate level,
time-phased in a manner which will meet the POP requirements.
Data should be prepared at the RTR or a lower level of detail.
Management Reserve, major contracts, and suballotments should be
shown as separate line items. In some cases Job Orders (JO's)
can be used to segregate data; e.g., the planned and actual data
for a certain hardware subsystem could be identified by a
discrete JO. Data should also be segregated by funding
categories; e.g., Net R&D and Program Support. Analysts have
sometimes found it necessary to segregate data regarding special
accounts, such as Fab.
The Center-wide preparation, review, and submittal of
POP's are the responsibility of the R&D Branch of PRD.
Typically, the Lead Analyst in that branch for the cognizant
Headquarters office requesting a POP acts as the coordinator of
these efforts. The preparation and directorate level reviews of
the POP's for the various LaRC directorates are coordinated by
the branch analyst permanently assigned to support the
directorate. In the case of the Projects Directorate this
function is performed by the Head, Project Support Branch, PRD.
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The Analyst should also prepare a summary report, if
necessary, to identify any of the following: (i) significant
changes made in the POP versus the previous POP, (2) unusual
trends or conditions, and (3) potential resources problems. The
° Analyst should present the completed POP as well as any
appropriate narrative and/or verbal comments to the Project
Manager and be present at the Directorate level review to
• participate, as required.
The Analyst should discuss with the Head, PSB, any
problems he or she has regarding the preparation of the POP, to
include schedule problems for completion, as well as the content
and format of the POP.
B. Commitment and Obligation Plan (COP)
The COP is an LaRC internal document, used to help plan
and effect the timely commitment and obligation of funding
authority. The R&D Branch of PRD issues a Call for COP
preparation in the Fall of each year after most programs have
been established for the fiscal year; i.e., Headquarters has
determined the RTOP's which will be implemented and the amount of
funds to be provided•
The COP contains special instructions as to the data
required, which includes the identification of all significant
procurement actions and the schedules for these actions. The
Analyst must work with the cognizant technical leads, and in some
cases with the appropriate Contract Specialists as well, in order
to obtain the necessary information. Since these data will be
used by the R&D Branch of PRD for at least several months to
monitor actual performance versus plan, it is important for the
Analyst to do as thorough a job as possible on the COP.
Responsibilities for coordination of COP preparation and
reviews are similar to those identified above for the POP.
C. RTOP's and RTR's
An RTOP documents the work to be performed during a
specific year and the new funding authority to be provided to
support that work. It is the document evidencing agreement
between the cognizant Headquarters Program Office and the
Director of the Center which is responsible for work reflected in
the RTOP.
Instructions and guidelines for the preparation and
review of RTOP's are contained in NMI 7100.12, "Standard RTOP
Management System", and LHB 7100.1, "Research and Development
Program Management Procedures." The latter document also
contains material relating to RTR's. An RTR typically reflects
an agreement between a Center Program Director and a line
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organization (usually a Division) to perform the task defined by
the RTR, and is not submitted to NASA Headquarters. In the case
of a major R&D project, RTR's often reflect agreements between a
Center Program Director and a Project Manager for one or more of
the subareas of a project rather than representing the work of a
particular division or branch.
RTR's should be coordinated with the Division Chiefs and
Program Directors of performing organizations when they reflect a
significant amount of work by "their" people. The Project
Manager should review all RTR's comprising the RTOP for a project
prior to review by the Program Director.
The cognizant NASA Headquarters Program Office issues an
RTOP Call about March of each year with a due date in July. PRD
issues a Call containing instructions and a schedule for the
preparation and reviews of RTOP's. Normally RTR's are reviewed
by the cognizant Program Director but not by the Center Director.
Responsibilities for coordination are similar to those identified
above for POP's.
D. Project Resources Status Report
Applicability
As a general rule, Resources Status Reports (hereafter
referred to as RSR's) should be prepared on all approved projects
supported by a PSB analyst. However, there is no one criterion
for determining when such reporting should commence. In the
early phase of a project, when the occurrence of decisions or
events/activities with significant resources implications are
infrequent, it is inappropriate to prepare an RSR on a monthly
basis. As a general rule, if a PSB analyst is assigned
responsibility for providing resources support to a project on a
continuing basis an RSR should be prepared at least once every
three months. The Project Manager, or Deputy Manager for
Management (if applicable), should make the final decision as to
when the preparation of RSR's on a monthly basis should commence.
Thereafter, in the event that very little of significance has
happened during a given month a very short report should be
prepared containing at least a Summary section and Attachment(s)
as discussed herein under Contents. Two examples of RSR's are
contained in Figures 6-D.I and 6-D.2.
Timing
RSR's should be prepared and distributed prior to
monthly management reviews if at all possible. This timing
permits consideration of the report contents in the preparations
for such reviews. Preparation of the RSR should be scheduled so
as to minimize work schedule conflicts with preparations of MICS
reports and Contract Assessments.
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NalJonalAeron;iul_csand __Space Adm_n_slrabon
LangleyResearchCenter
Hamilton. V=rg_n=a
23665
,_pw,oA,n_ 158(79-921) September19, 1979
TO: 158/Manager,Project C
FROM: 158/ProgramAnalyst, ProjectSupportBranch, PRD
SUBJECT: Project C ResourcesStatus Report,August 1979
i
This report is based on data in the LaRC ResourcesManagementSystem (RMS) as
of the end of the August 1979 accountingperiod. The plannedand actual
obligationsand costs for August and the cumulativeplannedand actual ob-
ligationsand costs throughAugust are shown in Enclosure1. All plan figures
representPOP 79-2.
PY 79 506W Authority
NASA Headquartershas approved the reprogrammingof $472K of PY 79 Net R&D
funds from RTOP 514-55-03(ProjectL) to RTOP 734-01-13(ProjectC), reference
warrant ser. #181/79dated 9/13/79. It is understoodtha_ this amount will be
repaid in FY 80 with PY 80 506W Authority. As a result of this action the
PY 79 NOA Net R&D for RTOP 734-01-13is now $13,996K.
Obligations
Two major contractswere incrementallyfunded as plannedduring August as follows:
NAS1-XXXXXContract Effort A - $400K
NASI-XXXXXContractEffort B - $700K
Unobligated_IOAnow standsat $2.3M. This availablefundingwill be obligated
in Septemberon Project C contractsin a manner which will cover estimatedcosts
for approximatelythe same period of time into FY 80 for each contract.
Costs
As shown in Enclosure1, costs were under the POP 79-2 estimate in August by
approximatelyS800K with a cumulativevarianceof nearly $1.3M underplan. As
a result of this variance,it is now estimatedthat PY 79 funds will cover costs
through the first three months of FY 80 as compared to the two months estimated
at the time POP 79-2 was established. Costs continue to be significantlyunder
plan on ContractsB1 and B2 becauseof the prevailingstrike at ContractorB's
Plant X. Costs on Contract R1 are under plan becauseof limitedactivity pending
investigationof the engineeringmodel test failurein July 1979.
Name of Analyst
ext.
Enclosure Figure 6-D.I i of 2
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23665
P_y,o_,_ 158(79-1184) Noven_er 14, 1979
TO: 158/Manager,ProjectC
FROM: 158/ProgramAnalyst,ProjectSupportBranch,PRD
SUBJECT: Project C ResourcesStatus Report,October, 1979
EffectiveOctober 1, 1979 (startof FY 80), the RTOP code for Project C has
been changedfrom 734-01-13to 534-03-13. Beginningwith this report and in
subsequentmonthly reports,Enclosure1 reflectsplannedand actual obligations
and costs with those codes combined so that the resourcesstatuswill continue
to reflectthe total C Project.
ProgramOperatingPlan (POP) 79-3 for Project Cwas completedand submitted
to the R&D Branch,Programsand ResourcesDivision (PRD) on October 26, 1979.
Detailsof the POP are includedbelow in this report.
506W AuthoritylObliQations
The R&D Branch of PRD has informedus that LaRC has received $5.5M of Net R&D
PY 80 506W Authorityat the 534-03 level. However,because of the funding
constraintsplaced on LaRC by the continuingresolutionclause, incremental
fundingof Project C contractsmust be held to lower than plannedamounts. The
ContractingOfficer has decided to fund the ProjectC contractsto cover the
expectedcosts throughNovember, 1979, plus $500K to cover potentialtermination
liabilityfor each of the active contracts. These increments,which total $1.05M,
will be reflectedin the Novemberstatus of the ResourcesManagementSystem (RMS).
The amountsof the next incrementalfundingswill depend upon the federal
fundingsituation.
Costs
Since POP 79-3 was referencedto the Octoberactuals, the cost variance in
Octoberwas zero with two exceptions (shown inEnclosure1 ) as follows:
NASI-XXXXX,ContractR1, was erroneouslycharged $3K of
costs by the FinancialManagementDivision. This will
• be corrected in the next accountingperiod.
. There were no IMS chargesshown in the October report
becauseof a differencebetweenthe cutoff dates for IMS
and the month-end report period for October. These
chargeswill be accrued along with Novembercharges.
Figure 6-D.2
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158(79-I184)
POP79-3
The Project C POP79-3 shows a funding requirement which is $2M over the
revised Net R&Dguideline of $I0.928M. A funding level of $12.928M would
cover estimated costs of the Project C contracts through the first four
months of FY 81 and, in addition, provide a $500K reserve.
The POP79-3 reflects realistic anticipated obligations and costs for the
Project C contracts. The plan includes-
o N#S1-XXXXX, Contract R1 - An additional $73K of PY 80 funds
over the current contract value which is the Project Office's
current assessment of the contract EAC.
o NASI-XXXXX, Contract R2 - An additional $39K of PY 80 funds
over the current contract value to cover an overrun of that
amount (ref. PR #8600.2034).
o NASI-XXXXX, Contract $1 - Reflects the contractor's current
operating plan which became effective September, 1979. The
EACequals the contract value.
o NASI-XXXXX, Contract $2 - Reflects the contractor's current
operating plan which became effective October, 1979. The
EACequals the contract value including contract modification
#21 which added high strain durability test specimens.
o NASI-XXXXX, Contract T1 - The contractor's budget and EAC
which was the outcome of the negotiation of a Contractor T
cost overrun proposal (contract modification #11). The near
term monthly budget appears to be adequate; however, the EAC
could prove to be low based on the outcome of future project
office performance assessments.
o NASI-XXXXX, Contract T2 - An FY 80 monthly budget which was
estimated prior to the availability of the revised Contractor T
baseline of 10/29/79. Although the POP79-3 cost estimate
for FY 80 exceeds the revised baseline for that period by
approximately $700K, it is not an unrealistic estimate. The
POP EACis equal to the revised baseline EACwhich exceeds the
government's share of the contract value by $3,463K.
Negotiations of this cost overrun will be conducted after Con-
tractor T submits an overrun proposal.
Nameof Analyst
ext.
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PROJECTC
COF_ONENTS(734-01-13, 534-03-13) OCTOBER,1979 ACTUALvs. PLAN (POP 79-3)
(DOLLARSIN THOUSANDS)
s
RTR JO OCT OCT VARIANCE CUM CUM VARIANCE OCT OCT VARIANCE CUM CUM VARIANCE
PLAN ACTUAL PLAN ACTUAL PLAN ACTUAL PLAN ACTUAL
534-03-13-01
Program Mgt.
Misc Exp. R5670 0 0 0 128 128 0 0 0 0 127 127 0
Sppt. Serv. R6171 0 0 0 43 43 0 0 0 0 43 43 0
Dura. Stdy. R7001 0 0 0 365 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Subtotal 0 0 0 536 536 0 0 0 0 170 170 0
534-03-13-10
Secondary Structures
NASI-XXXXX R5629 0 0 0 7909 7909 0 53 53 0 7822 7822 0
NASI-XXXXX R5630 0 0 0 312 212 0 0 0 0 312 312 0
NASI-XXXXX R5631 0 0 0 3500 3500 0 205 205 0 3067 3067 0
NASI-XXXXX R5966 0 0 0 1480 1480 0 0 3 (3) 1477 1480 (3)
Subtotal 0 0 0 13199 13199 0 258 261 (3) 12678 12681 (3)
534-03-13-20
I_d. Size Prim. Struct.
NAS1-XXXXX R5632 0 0 0 11700 11700 0 474 474 0 10828 10828 0
NASI-XXXXX R5633 0 0 0 9965 9965 0 446 446 0 9259 9259 0
rlASI-XXXXX R5635 0 0 0 14555 14555 0 619 619 0 13917 13917 0
Subtotal 0 0 0 36220 36220 0 1539 1539 0 34004 34004 0
FS-4 Subtotal 0 0 0 49956 49956 0 1797 1800 (3) 46852 46855 (3)
IMS Subtotal 7 0 0 264 257 7 7 0 7 264 257 7
RTOPGrand Total 7 0 7 50220 50213 7 1804 1800 4 47116 47112 4
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Content
As a general rule an RSR should contain, as a minimum,
information regarding Funding Authority, Obligations, and Costs.
Information regarding Commitments should be included if deemed
significant. Comments should be included regarding significant
variances, problems, plans, and outlook as well as any
significant events/activities relative to resources which have
occurred or are either on-going or planned. Examples are status
of POP's or RTOP's, special reviews with Headquarters personnel,
replans of major contractual efforts, and status/plans relative
to the funding authority for a particular year(s).
Regarding Funding Authority, it is important to include
the amount requested and/or approved, the amount received, any
problems or plans, or actions since the previous report.
Regarding Obligations, Costs and Commitments (optional), the
following data should be included: (i) amounts incurred during
the past month and cumulative from inception, (2) amounts planned
for corresponding periods, and (3) the differences between these
data; i.e., Actual vs. Plan. Each major variance should be
discussed as to cause, plans, and forecast. If the situation is
so uncertain that it precludes a meaningful forecast as to the
outcome/consequences with respect to resources this should be
indicated.
Format
As a minimum, an RSR should contain a Summary section
plus at least one enclosure which reflects the data specified
above under Content.
The Summary should be no more than one-half page and
should be the first major "section" of the report. However, this
should not preclude appropriate introductory comments. Minor
items should not be discussed in the Summary. For example, if
obligations and costs are proceeding close to plan a statement to
that effect, identifying the specific plan; e.g., POP 83-2, is
sufficient.
The enclosure(s) should reflect actual data traceable to
the LaRC RMS. As a general rule amounts should not be shown as
actuals unless the LaRC RMS EOM report includes the same. The
only exception to this rule which applies across-the-board is the
rare case where amounts shown in the RMS are in error. In this
case the correct amounts, with a descriptive footnote, should be
shown. Plan data should always be identified; e.g., POP 83-2.
Enclosures containing data other than what has been
identified above should also be included if use thereof adds
value to the report. As a general rule, all enclosures should be
referenced at least once in the body of the RSR.
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Other than for the above-cited requirements, the format
of the RSR is optional and should be determined by the Analyst.
The best format is the one which is most useful to the Analyst
for the purpose of providing the Project Manager with a
meaningful, understandable report.
Distribution
The RSR should be addressed to the Project Manager.
Distribution of copies to other project management or staff
personnel should be coordinated with the Project Manager or
Deputy Manager for Management. Copies should also be sent to the
Head, PSB. As a general rule distribution of the RSR should be
limited and controlled. The Project Manager should control the
distribution list. Relatively wide distribution often results in
a more comprehensive report than was intended in order to satisfy
all readers.
E. Management Reports
It may be assumed that on all major projects, Center
management and NASA Headquarters will require some form of
resources reporting on a periodic basis. Typically monthly
reports are required by both levels of management.
i. MICS Reports
It is standard procedure for NASA Headquarters
to require monthly submittal of resources reports on major R&D
projects in accordance with the NASA OAST/OART Project Management
Information and Control System (MICS), NHB 2340.2. This
requirement is usually specified in the Project Approval Document
(PAD). It is also specified in the project RTOP. Typically the
monthly MICS report includes the following resources reports:
(i) a project level Financial Status report, (2) a project level
Manpower Status report, and (3) Contract Financial and Manpower
reports for each major, active contract. Examples and
instructions for the completion of these reports are contained in
Figures 6-E.I-4. The formats and instructions for the two
project level reports differ somewhat from those in the NASA
Handbook. However, the formats and instructions for these
reports in Figures 6-E.I and 6-E.2 have proved to be more useful
than those in the Handbook and have been acceptable to NASA
Headquarters.
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INSTRUCTIONSFORPREPARATIONOF
PROJECTLEVEL FINANCIAL STATUSCHARTFORMICS
1. State the nameof the cognizant Center Program Director who will sign the
cover sheet for the complete MICS report.
2. The .Project Manager should sign each report.
3. Statethe full project name; and also, in parentheses, the acronym (if applicable).
4. State the seven digit RTOPnumber.
5. Indicate Level 2.
6. State the month and year of the latest official plan, and indicate in parentheses
the control document containing this plan. The plan must have received
approval of the LaRC Director. In the event it reflects overguidelines 506W
Authority, this fact plus an appropriate note identifying the overguideline
amount(s) must be stated in the notes section.
7. State the last day of the calendar month for which obligation and cost data
has been incorporated into this chart.
8. State the date of the project level review, i.e., the review by the person
with approval responsibility.
9. Include IMS as well as Net R&Ddollars.
10. Indicate the dollar units of the numbers shown on the chart. As a general
rule, dollars should be shown in even thousands (e.g., $32,600 as 33).
11. State the current fiscal year, i.e., the year for which cumulative from inception
data is shown in the left-hand histogram, in the parentheses.
12. A zero-suppressed scale should be used if necessary to show clearly the range
of data plotted in the left-hand and/or the right-hand histogram.
13. 506Wauthority, obligation and cost data shown below, and plotted in the left-
hand histogram are to reflect inception-to-date cumulative amounts for all
program year (PY) funds. The actual obligations reported should in all cases
agree with the data in the LaRCResources Management System (RMS). If these
data are not correct, an explanatory note should be included. As a general
rule, the actual costs reported should agree with the data in the LaRC RMS;
however, this is not mandatory. If actual costs reported do not agree with the
RMS, an explanatory note should be included. If POP-I format is used in item
6 above, obligation and cost plan are "X"-ed in through the date that "actuals"
were used as a start point for POPpreparation. If POP-2 format is used in
item 6 above, obligation and cost plan are "X"-ed through the date (usually
June) that "actuals" were used as a start point for POPpreparation. At the
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commencementof a new fiscal year, using POP-2 format, a complete plan for
obligations and costs will be shown.
14. As a general rule, a plan for receipt of 506Wshould not be shown. In ex- ,
ceptional cases where it is appropriate to show a plan, e.g., when an agreement
. exists between a project and Headquarters as to the phasing of 506Wauthority,
an explanatory footnote should be included.
In the first report reflecting 506Wauthority not previously included in the
amount shown, the new increment should be stated in the notes section. Changes
(increases or decreases) should be plotted so as to reflect the approximate
date on which the authority was received, rather than using the end of the
month in which the authority was received.
15. 506Wauthority shown below, and plotted in the right-hand histogram are the
amounts by fiscal year either: (I) received during prior years or (2) planned
for the current or future fiscal years per the approved project plan. The
506Wdata below the histogram are incremental for the fiscal year(s) indicated.
The amounts shown by fiscal year are the amounts received or planned irrespective
of the program year of the 506Wauthority. If amounts shown reflect a plan
which supersedes the original project plan, an explanatory note is required.
16. Obligations and cost data shown below the right-hand histogram are to reflect
amounts incurred (i.e., actual) or planned for each fiscal year, irrespective
of the PY authority involved.
17. Three sets of data for all years of activity are required in the right-hand
histogram, 506Wauthority, obligations and costs. All of the actual and plan
data shown below the histogram should be plotted on a cumulative,from-inceptionbasis.
18. As a general rule, current e_timate data should not be shown on either the left-
hand or right-hand histogram and in no event should current estimate data be
used in lieu of plan data (as herein defined). In exceptional cases where
current estimate of 506Wauthority and/or obligations is essential for accurate
portrayal of the financial status, such data should be plotted on the left-
hand and/or the right-hand histograms and an explanatory note should be included.
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INSTRUCTIONSFORPREPARATIONOF PROJECT
LEVELMANPOWERSTATUSCHARTFORMICS REPORTING
1. State the name of the cognizant Center Program Director or designee on the
line.
2. The Project Manager's signature should be shown each time the report is pre-
pared. The Project Manager's name should be shown below the line.
3. State. the full Project name; and also, in parentheses, the acronym (if applicable).
4. State the seven digit RTOPnumber(s) for the project, both for current and pre-
vious years.
5. Indicate Level 2.
6. State the month and year of the latest official plan, and indicate in parentheses
the control document containing this plan. With few exceptions the plan will
be either the original (or revised) project plan, an RTOPor POP. The plan must
have received approval of the LaRC Director. In the event it reflects over-
guideline 506WAuthority, this fact plus an appropriate note identifying the
overguideline amount(s) must be stated in the notes section.
7. State the end date of the management reporting period fo_ which actual manpower
data has been incorporated into this chart. These dates are established each
fiscal year by FMD.
8. State the date of the reviewby the cognizant Center Program Director or
designee.
9. State the current Fiscal Year in parentheses.
I0. All in-house (i.e., civil service) manpower data on this chart are expressed in
terms of equivalent full-time personnel, and are consistent with the manpower
data in the LaRC Resources Management System. The actual in-house manpower
data are obtained from the last monthly manpower report in the LaRC RMSunder
the column entitled "Current X-WK Period Equivalent People." These data reflect
all applicable overhead factors. If the amounts shown are not consistent with
the RMSan explanatory note should be included.
11. Planned in-house manpower data shown below, and plotted in the left-hand histogram
typically are based on either fiscal year or monthly planning estimates rather
than the "Management Reporting Periods" used in the LaRC Resources Management
System. If only a fiscal year planning estimate is available (e.g., 60 man-years
for FY 80) then this amount should be shown for each month; however, if a monthly
plan is available these data should be used.
12. Actual equivalent full-time in-house manpower data are shown below and plotted
in the left-hand histogram by the management reporting periods designated by
FMD.
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13. Inclusionof support servicemanpower data is optional,unless specifically
requiredby NASA Headquarters. The guidelinesstated in 11 above apply for
planned supportservicemanpower data. The actual support servicemanpower
shown shouldbe based on the most currentavailabledata plus knowledgeof
the supportreceivedfor the period. It is recognizedthat precisedata for
the periodsused for actual in-housemanpowerare normallynot obtainable.
• 2 `°.
14. Actual equivalentfull-timepersonneldata shown below, and plotted in the
right-handhistogramshould be the same amount as the "CumulativeManpower
Annual Rate" number in the LaRC RMS report at the end of the fiscalyear.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF
CONTRACT FINANCIAL AND MANPOWER STATUS (MONTHLY)
i. Title Block. In the center section, state the project name
and 3-digit unique number, the contractor name (including
division or other distinguishing identification), and
contract number. In the right hand section, state the
"533 Estimate as of date", "533 Actual as of date", and
Status as of date." Dollar data will be expressed in
millions, to the nearest tenth. Manpower data will be
expressed to the nearest whole number. Dollar data in
the two upper sections are cumulative. Data in the two
lower sections are month-by-month, not cumulative.
2. The "533 Estimate as of date" is that of the 533 source
of the estimates being reported, and should be the same
as the 533 Source cut-off date in the corresponding yearly
contract status report, ordinarily one to three months
preceding the "Status as of date." The "533 Estimate"
(of Cumulative Accrued Costs, and of Total Direct Manpower)
will be by month or quarter, according to the requirements
established for Form 533 reporting.
3. The "533 Actual as of date" is the end of the period
through which the latest Form 533 source has stated accrued
costs as actual. (Such statements in practice ordinarily
include an estimated amount of costs over a short interval
at the end of an accounting period, and may in practice even
include an estimated amount of costs over the following
accounting period).
4. The "Status as of date" is the same as for the corresponding
yearly report, ordinarily about the 20th of each month.
5. The "Actual (of Cumulative Accrued Cost, and of Monthly Cost
Rate, and also of Cumulative Obligations) should agree with
the in-put data for the agency-wide Financial Status of
Programs Report. Where this is not the case, explanatory
notes will be included. The "Actual" (of Cumulative
Obligations) reported by JPL will be in terms of internal
Laboratory performance, and consistent with the R&D
Financial Activities Report.
6. The POP estimates wil be the same as submitted for the
latest POP which has been approved.
7. The Current Estimates need not be shown unless there is a
significant variance from the POP estimates. Current
Estimates need not be shown for months for which Actuals
are shown.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF
CONTRACT FINANCIAL AND MANPOWER STATUS (YEARLY)
i. Title Block. In the center section, state the project name
and 3-digit unique number, the contractor name (including
division or other appropriate distinguishing
identification), and contract number. In the right hand
section, state the "533 source cut-off date", and the
"Status as of date." Dollar data will be expressed in
millions, to the nearest tenth. Manpower data will be
expressed to the nearest whole number.
2. The "533 source cut-off date" is that of the Form 533 source
of estimated accrued cost, unfilled orders, and manpower.
This ordinarily is one to three months preceding the "Status
as of date." The "Status as of date" is the approximate
date of assessment of contract status, ordinarily about the
20th of each month.
3. This report rolls-up and rolls-over, after reporting the
completion of each fiscal year. All data are actuals, or
estimates, for the time periods specified, not cumulative.
4. The Center Estimate of accrued costs (JPL estimate, in the
case of JPL subcontacts) will be used in deriving Uncosted
Obligations. The 533 Estimate will be shown in the
parentheses for comparison purposes. Significant variances
between the 533 Estimate and the Center (or JPL) Estimate,
for the current or following fiscal year, will be explained
either in the Notes block, or in the Narrative Analysis
(or addendum thereto).
5. Uncosted Obligations in each column will be derived by
taking the difference between the Total Available and Center
Estimate as shown in the preceding column. Advance Funding
in each column will be derived by taking the difference
between the Unfilled Orders shown in that column and the
Uncosted Obligations shown in the next column.
6. Significant variances between Center (or JPL) and 533
Estimates of direct manpower will be explained either in
the Notes block, or in the Narrative Analysis (or addendum
thereto).
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The above reports are excellent for maintaining a
historical record of project resources and also for communicating
with NASA Headquarters personnel as to financial status and
plans. To insure that these reports can be used for these
- purposes, emphasis must be placed on the positive identification
of the plans reflected in the reports and on the use of footnotes
explaining special conditions or irregularities; e.g., withdrawal
of Funding Authority or termination of a major contract.
Other resources reports sometimes included in MICS
reports include (i) Cost Concerns/Offsets, (2) Contractor
Manpower (actual vs. planned), and (3) Project Level Cost
Narrative. Samples of these reports are contained in Figures
6-E.5, .6, and .7.
2. LaRC Director Reports
The Analyst supporting a major R&D project is
usually responsible for the preparation of summary level
financial reports for use in recurrent reviews with the LaRC
Director. The three reports which are currently used for this
purpose address (i) funding authority by program year,
(2) a comparison of the current (POP) obligation plan versus the
previous plan, and (3) Contingency (Management Reserve) Status.
Examples of these three reports are shown in Figures 6-E.8,
.9, and .i0, respectively. Note the extensive use of footnotes
to explain data, including reasons for changes and explicit
identification of what is included.
Preparation of these reports is coordinated
closely with the Project Manager, and the finished product is
given to the Project Manager in time to allow modifications, if
necessary, prior to the Director's Review.
Project Contingency (Management Reserve) Report
The following commentary describes the process by which
a large LaRC project prepared and utilized special charts to
depict the status of the project's Contingency to the Project
Manager and higher levels of management.
The project, which will herein be referred to as
Project F, utilized a prime contractor, Contractor Y, for the
design/build/test/delivery of the Project F flight instruments
and the costs attendant to this contractual effort constituted a
very high percentage of the overall costs of the project.
Periodically, the cognizant Technical Representative of the
Contracting Officer (TRCO), Schedule Analyst, and Cost Analyst
met to perform a Joint Assessment Group (JAG) analysis of
Contractor Y's current cost status and estimate-at-completion
(EAC). The JAG examined the current actual costs against work
J accomplished to date and estimates of future expenditures in the
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All obligation and cost plans are based on POP83-1 informally transmitted on February 28 and March I, 1983.
POP83-I was reviewed and approved by the Center Director on March 28.
Weare continuing levels of activity in all phases of the project to minimize FY 83 cost without postponing
any activity on the prime instrument contracts. Weare also attempting to minimize any uncosted carry-
over into FY 84 in order to make use of all available FY 83 funding. However, we are proceeding with the
described plan which is highly contingent on receipt of the $I.5M FY 83 Headquarters APA. This plan is in
consonance with the Project F cost review meeting at Center A on January 19, 1983.
Higher than anticipated manpower at ContractoF X continues due to unanticipated development problems as we
proceed through instrument checkout and testing. Our latest performance assessment which took place on
April 11, 1983, was based on Contractor X's February actuals and his cost forecast dated March 20, 1983.
This forecast is $296K above that shown in POP83-I. Our Contingency, therefore, is reduced to $35K with
Cost Concerns as shown in page 3.4 exceeding that amount. In addition, our concern over Contractor X's
forecasted manpower fall-off continues to grow.
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Contractor's Forecast Expenditure Plan (FEP) at CWBS levels 2 and
3, and also, when necessary, at level 4 or 5. Adjustments to
Contractor Y's EAC were then made based on the JAG assessment.
The JAG's assessment often addressed cost items which were not
yet recognized by Contractor Y.
Twice yearly the current JAG assessment of Contractor
Y's effort became the basis for the prime contract cost spread in
the Program Operating Plan (POP). The difference between the
funding requirements for that contract, based on the cost spread,
and the total dollars available for the instrument in each year
was identified as "Contingency," time-phased by fiscal year.
Changes in the JAG's assessment of costs to be incurred by
Contractor Y during the current or subsequent fiscal years were
documented vis-a-vis the amount of Contingency. Figures 6-E.5
and 6-E.10 illustrate the relationship between Contingency and
the JAG's cost assessment. In Figure 6-E.5, the dollar amounts
in the far right column reflect cost history, viz, amounts which
had already been made a part of Project F's cost baseline for the
prime contract. The amounts in the column entitled, "Estimated
Cost Impact," relate to costs anticipated to exceed the amounts
in the current baseline. These amounts, totaling $180K, can be
thought of as liens against that Contingency. Notice that this
$180K is shown graphically in the Contingency Status Report
(Figure 6-E.10), which is divided into two parts. The left hand
chart depicts the status of the Contingency by month for the
current fiscal year, while the right hand chart depicts the
Contingency for ensuing fiscal years to completion. In both
charts the solid black line depicts the current Contingency
level. The cross-hatched area represents unresolved liens
against that Contingency. This chart shows that Project F
started the fiscal year with Contingency of $1.5M for F.Y. 1982.
In October, there were liens of $400K against those funds leaving
$1.1M completely unencumbered as denoted by the space below the
cross-hatched area. The Contingency remained at the $1.5M level
through January even though the Cost Concerns grew to $965K. In
February, several Cost Concerns were resolved; their costs
reduced the Contingency to $I.15M, with outstanding liens of
$595K. By the end of March this Contingency had been reduced to
$I.052M with liens of $180K.
F. Special Reports
i. Trip Reports
Guidelines for the preparation of trip reports
by Analysts are contained in Figure 6-F.I. An example of a Trip
Report is contained in Figure 6-F.2.
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Nal,onal Aeronaubc,s and
Langley R_-sP__rchCenler
}'lamr)lon. V,r{}_r}_;I
236_5
./' I
-R_p,y,oA.,,o,:124 May 16. 1983
TO: 124/Project Support Branch Staff
FROM: 124/Head, Project Support Branch, PRD
SUBJECT: Trip Report Requirements
Project Support Branch staff members will prepare and submit a trip report
to the Head, PSBwith copies to the Chief, PRD, and to any project personnel
deemed necessary by the writer, for each official business trip taken.
The report should consist of a brief summary of the following information:
1. Time period and purpose of trip
2. People contacted
3. Major topics discussed, problems revealed,'decisions
made, etc.
, 4. Open action items
The trip report should be as brief as possible consistent with the above
requirements and should not exceed one page. Details should be retained
in the traveler's notes for reference or included in other reports, as
required, such as the monthly resources status and contract assessment
reports.
Head, Project Support Branch
..... ext.
Figure 6-F.1
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Nal_onal Aeronaubc._ and
SpaceAdm,n,slral,on _L_%
LangleyResearchCenter
Hampton.V,rg=n=a
23665
158(83-413) July18,1983
TO: 124/Head,ProjectSupport Branch
FROM: 158/ProgramAnalyst, ProjectSupport Branch, PRD
SUBJECT: Trip Report,July 12-13, 1983
On July 12-13, 1983, membersof the XYZ PO and the undersignedvisited Con-
tractorL, Somewhere,Georgia to review the status of the RIGHT Program.
While there we visitedwith (Namesof ContractorPersonnel). The discussions
which I participatedin were relatedto: rates; cost and schedule through
current contractend date; contractextensionfor acceptanceground and
flight tests (ContractorL estimatesversus NASA estimatesof requirements
and personnelinvolved);and future plans for the RIGHT Program.
It was decided that:
(1) ContractorL will submit an overrunproposal as soon as
possibleto cover the work scheduledto be completed
throughFlight ReadinessReview (FRR)
(2) NASA will weigh ContractorL's preliminaryestimates for
the contract extensionagainstthe total available program
funds and determinewhich option is most feasible
(3) ContractorL will preparea proposal to cover the acceptance
ground and flight tests.
Nameof Analyst
ext.
Figure 6-F.2
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Research and Development (R&D) projects vary in many ways;
e.g., the number and types of organizations involved, total cost,
risk level, and duration. Even individual projects often change
significantly during their lifetime. Consequently, it is not
possible to identify any one "best" set of fixed methods and
procedures for resources planning and control. Nevertheless,
there has been sufficient experience at Langley Research Center
(LaRC) in this functional area to permit the assemblage of
instructional guidelines which should be helpful on future
projects.
An Analyst, working in support of a Project Manager, can
provide valuable assistance in the areas of resources planning
and control. To do so, the Analyst should establish and maintain
a close, working relationship with the Project Manager,
commencing early in the planning phase of the project. This will
facilitate the development of procedures and methods for
resources planning and control which are appropriate to the
special needs of the individual project.
It is very important that a project have a recognized
detailed resources plan, viz, an Operating Plan, at all times
which is consistent with the approved, overall Project Plan. The
use of a disciplined method for effecting changes to the
Operating Plan, such as the system described in Section IV-B., is
recommended.
The Analyst should insure that resources reports received
from Contractors and other organizations are sufficient both in
quality and timeliness to meet the needs of the project; also,
that appropriate reports are prepared, and distributed or
presented to cognizant LaRC personnel. The use of special
reports, such as those discussed in Sections IV-C., IV-D., and
VI-D., should be considered for use, as appropriate.
In the event that a project includes a major cost-type,
contractual effort(s), special consideration should be given to
the contractor's resources control system and the reports to be
submitted to NASA by the Contractor. There should be a clear
understanding as to what is required of the Contractor from the
outset of the Contractor's effort, which should be documented in
a manner similar to the examples discussed in Subsection IV-F.3.
On very large, cost-type R&D contracts, or those with only
a moderate total estimated dollar value but a high dollar risk,
strong consideration should be given to the use of a contractor
reporting requirement based on a Performance Measurement (earned
value) type resources planning and control system, as discussed
in Subsection IV-F.8.
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Anyone involved in the difficult task of planning and
controlling resources on R&D projects or interested in
understanding this subject must never lose sight of the fact that
systems do not control costs. In the final analysis, it is clear
that only people control costs--people who are motivated to do
so, and who have adequate competence, time, and management
support.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
_4
• ACD ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION DIVISION
ACWP ACTUAL COST OF WORK PERFORMED
APA ALLOWANCE FOR PROJECT ADJUSTMENT
AWCS AGENCY-WIDE CODING STRUCTURE
BAC BUDGET AT COMPLETION
BCS BUDGET CHANGE SYSTEM
BCWP BUDGETED COST FOR WORK PERFORMED
BCWS BUDGETED COST OF WORK SCHEDULED
BDSD BUSINESS DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION
CC/CO COST CONCERNS/COST OFFSETS
CAM COST ACCOUNT MANAGER
CO CONTRACTING OFFICER
COP COMMITMENT AND OBLIGATION PLAN
CPI COST PERFORMANCE INDEX
CS CIVIL SERVICE
C/SCSC COST/SCHEDULE CONTROL SYSTEMS
CRITERIA
CWBS CONTRACTOR WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
DOD DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DOE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DMM DEPUTY MANAGER FOR MANAGEMENT
DRD DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
EAC ESTIMATE (OF TOTAL COSTS) AT
COMPLETION
EOM END OF MONTH
A-I
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONT'D)
ETC ESTIMATE (OF COSTS) TO COMPLETE
EV '/ EARNED VALUE
FACS FUND ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL SECTION,
ACCOUNTING BRANCH, FMD
FMD FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION
FS FUND SOURCE
FY FISCAL YEAR
•FYTD FISCAL YEAR TO DATE
GSFC GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
IEAC INDEPENDENT ESTIMATE AT COMPLETION
IMS INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
JAG JOINT ASSESSMENT GROUP
JO JOB ORDER
!
LaRC LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
LOE LEVEL OF EFFORT
MA METHOD OF (FUNDING) AUTHORIZATION
MICS PROJECT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND
CONTROL SYSTEM
NASA NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION
NOA NEW OBLIGATIONAL (BUDGET) AUTHORITY
OAST OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
TECEINOLOGY
OP OPERATING PLAN
OSSA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS
A-2
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONT'D)
pf (COST) PERFORMANCE FACTOR
PM PROJECT MANAGER
PMS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
POP PROGRAM OPERATING PLAN
PR. PURCHASE REQUEST
PRD PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES DIVISION
PSB PROJECT SUPPORT BRANCH, PRD
PWBS PROJECT WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
py PROGRAM YEAR
RCO RESOURCES CONTROL OFFICE, FABRICATION
DIVISION
R&D RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
RMS RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
RSR (PROJECT) RESOURCES STATUS REPORT
R&T RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
RTOP RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES
AND PLANS
RTR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY RESUME
SC SCHEDULE CORRELATION
SEB SOURCE EVALUATION BOARD
SOW STATEMENT OF WORK
SPAS SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SECTION, '
COMPUTER MANAGEMENT BRANCH, ACD
SPI SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE INDEX
TCPI (COST) TO COMPLETE PERFORMANCE INDEX
TM TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TRCO TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
CONTRACTING OFFICER
A-3
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONT'D)
VAC (COST) VARIANCE AT COMPLETION
,/
Vf (COST) VERIFICATION FACTOR
WBS WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
WBSE WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE ELEMENT
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APPENDIX C
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
./
ACCRUED COST - The cost recognized for material used or provided
or a service rendered at the time of application, regardless of
whether payment is made before the event, concurrently with the
event, or will be made at a later time.
ACTUAL COST OF WORK PERFORMED (ACWP) - The costs actually
incurred and recorded in accomplishing the work performed within
a given time period.
ACTUAL DIRECT COSTS - Those costs identified specifically with a
contract, based upon the contractor's cost identification and
accumulation system as accepted by the cognizant DCAA
representatives. (See Direct Costs.)
ALLOCATED BUDGET - (See Total Allocated Budget.)
APPLIED DIRECT COSTS - The amounts recognized in the time period
associated with the consumption of labor, material, and other
direct resources, without regard to the date of commitment or the
date of payment. These amounts are to be charged to
work-in-process in the time period that any one of the following
takes place:
(i) When labor, material, and other direct resources
are actually consumed, or
(2) When material resources are withdrawn from inventory
for use, or
(3) When material resources are received that are uniquely
identified to the contract and scheduled for use within
60 days, or
(4) When major components or assemblies are received on a
line-flow basis that are specifically and uniquely
identified to a single serially numbered end item.
APPORTIONED EFFORT - Effort that by itself is not readily
divisible into short-span work packages but which is related in
direct proportion to measured effort.
AUTHORIZED WORK - That effort which has been definitized and is
on contract, plus that for which definitized contract costs have
not been agreed to but for which written authorization has been
received•
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BASELINE - (See Performance Measurement Baseline.)
BUDGET - A dollar translation of the resources required during
- stated periods of time for the accomplishment of a work plan or
plans intended to achieve one or more goals.
BUDGETED COST FOR WORK PERFORMED (BCWP) - The sum of the budgets
for completed work packages and completed portions of open work
packages, plus the appropriate portion of the budgets for level
of effort and apportioned effort.
BUDGETED COST FOR WORK SCHEDULED (BCWS) - The sum of budgets for
all work packages, planning packages, and so forth, scheduled to
be accomplished (including in-process work packages), plus the
amount of level of effort and apportioned effort scheduled to be
accomplished within a given time period.
BUDGETS FOR WORK PACKAGES - (See Work Package Budgets.)
CONTRACT BUDGET BASE - The negotiated contract cost plus the
estimated cost of authorized unpriced work.
CONTRACTOR - An entity in private industry which enters into
contracts with the Government. In some situations, the word may
also apply to Government-owned, Government-operated activities
which perform work on major programs.
COST ACCOUNT - A management control point at which actual costs"
can be accumulated and compared to budgeted costs for work
performed. A cost account is a natural control point for
cost/schedule planning and control, since it represents the work
assigned to one responsible organizational element on one
contract work breakdown structure (CWBS) element.
COST VARIANCE (CV) - The difference between BCWP and actual costs
for a specific entity of work. BCWP - ACWP = CV
DIRECT COSTS - Any costs which can be identified specifically
with a particular final cost objective.
EARNED VALUE CONCEPT - A systematic method whereby the value of
the progress (work accomplished) on an effort is measured based
on predetermined values for the subelements comprising the effort
and/or other procedures for assigning values. At any point in
time, the earned value equals BCWP.
. ELEMENT OF COST - An object, thing, or service (used to
accomplish work) classified by its characteristics rather than by
the end purpose which it serves, such as: direct labor -
engineering and direct labor - manufacturing, direct materials,
major cost-type subcontracts, burden or overhead, General and
Administrative expense, and so forth.
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ESTIMATED COST AT COMPLETION OR ESTIMATE AT COMPLETION (EAC) -
Actual direct costs, plus indirect costs allocable to the
contract, plus the estimate of costs (direct and indirect) for
authorized work remaining.
ESTIMATED COST TO COMPLETE (ETC) - The estimate of costs, direct
and indirect, for authorized work remaining.
FORWARD FUNDING - Uncosted obligations less unfilled orders
outstanding.
INDIRECT COSTS - Costs, which because of their incurrence for
common or joint objectives, are not readily subject to treatment
as direct costs.
INITIAL BUDGET - (See Original Budget.)
INTERNAL REPLANNING - Replanning actions performed by the
contractor for remaining effort within the recognized total
allocated budget.
LEVEL OF EFFORT (LOE) - Effort of a general or supportive nature
which does not produce definite end products or results.
MANAGEMENT RESERVE - (Synonymous with Management Reserve Budget).
An amount of the total allocated budget withheld for management
control purposes rather than designated for the accomplishment of
a specific task or set of tasks. It is not a part of the
Performance Measurement Baseline.
NEGOTIATED CONTRACT COST - The estimated cost negotiated in a
cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, or the negotiated contract target
cost in either a fixed-price-incentive-fee contract or a
cost-plus-incentive-fee contract.
OBLIGATIONS - Amounts of orders placed, contracts awarded,
services received, or other similar transactions which require
disbursement of money. Includes disbursements not preceded by
the recording of obligations, and reflects adjustments for
differences between obligations and actual disbursements.
Obligations are the sum of undelivered orders, liabilities, and
disbursements.
OBLIGATIONS, UNCOSTED - Obligations incurred for materials and
services which have not been accrued as costs. Usually
represents materials or services ordered but not received or
placed in use.
ORIGINAL BUDGET - The budget established at, or near, the time
the contract was signed, based on the negotiated contract cost.
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OVERHEAD - (See Indirect Costs.)
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT BASELINE - The time-phased budget plan
against which contract performance is measured. It is formed by
the budgets assigned to scheduled cost accounts and the
applicabl_ indirect budgets. For future effort, not planned to
the cost account level, the performance measurement baseline also
includes budgets assigned to high level WBS elements, and
undistributed budgets. It equals the total allocated budget less
management reserve.
PERFORMING ORGANIZATION - A defined unit within the contractor's
organization structure, which applies the resources to perform
the work.
PLANNING PACKAGE - A logical aggregation of work within a cost
account, normally the far term effort, that can be identified and
budgeted in early baseline planning, but is not yet defined into
work packages.
REPLANNING - (See Internal Replanning.)
REPROGRAMMING - Replanning of the effort remaining in the
contract, resulting in a new budget allocation which exceeds the
contract budget base.
RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION - A defined unit within the contractor's
organization structure which is assigned responsibility for
accomplishing specific tasks.
SIGNIFICANT VARIANCES - Those differences between either
(i) planning and actual performance or (2) current ETC and
budgeted cost of authorized work remaining, which require further
review, analysis, or action. Appropriate thresholds should be
established as to the magnitude of variances which will require
variance analysis.
SUBDIVISION OF WORK - A work package which serves as a basic
common denominator for correlation of financial data with related
schedule and performance data (both planned and actual).
TOTAL ALLOCATED BUDGET - The sum of all budgets allocated to the
contract. Total allocated budget consists of the performance
measurement baseline and all management reserve. The total
. allocated budget will reconcile directly to the contract budget
base. Any differences will be documented as to quantity and
cause.
UNFILLED ORDERS OUTSTANDING - For NASA contractor financial
management reporting, NASA Form 533, Unfilled Orders Outstanding
is the balance of the amounts designated to the sellers as the
fund limitation of subcontracts, purchase orders, and other firm
C-4
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orders issued by the contractor which have not been included in
costs incurred to date.
UNDISTRIBUTED BUDGET - Budget applicable to contract effort which
has not yet been identified to CWBS elements at or below the
lowest level of reporting to the Government.
VARIANCES - (See Significant Variances.)
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) - A product-oriented family tree
division of hardware, software, services, and other work tasks
which organizes, defines, and graphically displays the product to
be produced, as well as the work to be accomplished to achieve
the specified product.
WORK PACKAGE BUDGETS - Resources which are formally assigned by
the contractor to accomplish a work package, expressed in
dollars, hours, standards, or other definitive units.
WORK PACKAGES - Detailed short-span jobs, or material items,
identified by the contractor for accomplishing work required to
complete the contract. A work package has the following
characteristics:
(i) It represents units of work at levels where work
is performed.
(2) It is clearly distinguishable from all other work
packages.
(3) It is assignable to a single organizational element.
(4) It has scheduled start and completion dates and,
as applicable, interim milestones, all of which are
representative of physical accomplishment.
(5) It has a budget or assigned value expressed in terms
of dollars, manhours, or other measurable units.
(6) Its duration is limited to a relatively short span
of time or it is subdivided by discrete value-milestones
to facilitate the objective measurement of work
performed.
(7) It is integrated with detailed engineering, manu-
facturing, or other schedules.
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